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A BRIEF LOOK AT THE 
NAVY'S GRADUATE SCHOOL 
The Naval Postgraduate School was established at An-
napolis, MD., June 9, 1909, with ten officer students and a 
faculty of three. There was one curriculum, marine 
engineering. Its programs expanded through the years in 
response to growing Navy needs; now, after 72 years of 
providing graduate education for naval officers, the school 
offers over 20 different curricula and ran.ks academically 
with the best graduate universities in the country. More 
than 12,500 academic degrees, from baccalaureate 
through doctorate, have been awarded since 1945, when 
Congress authorized the school to grant them. 
The Naval Postgraduate School is fully accredited by the 
Western Association of Schools and Colleges, with specific 
engineering curricula accredited by the Engineers' Council 
for Professional Development. On its multimillion-dollar 
campus, the school offers more than 600 courses in 
science, engineering, management and other fields. 
Eighty percent of the students of the Navy's 
postgraduate program are studying at Monterey, with the 
remainder enrolled at 50 civilian universities in other parts 
of the U.S. At present, about 1200 officers of the U.S. Navy, 
Marine Corps, Army, Air Force and Coast Guard, as well 
as U.S. Government civilians and officers from 20 allied 
countries, are being educated at the Postgraduate School 
for leadership in the modern world. 
The NPS campus is now located on the spacious grounds 
of Monterey's former Hotel Del Monte. where it was moved 
in 1951. 
ORGANIZATION 
The Superintendent of the Naval Postgraduate School is 
a Rear Admiral of the line of the U.S. Navy. He is assisted 
by a Provost who is the senior member of the civilian facul-
ty and two Navy Captains who serve as Directors. one of 
Military Operations, the other for Programs. The academic 
programs and direct supporting functions are ad-
ministered through the Programs Office. a unique 
organization of the 11 Academic Departments and the 10 
Curricular Offices. 
The Curricular Offices are staffed by naval officers who 
are responsible for establishment and supervision of the 
various curricula to meet the objectives of the sponsors 
and the Navy and for the academic counseling and military 
supervision of officer students. Curricular Officers provide 
direct liaison between students and program sponsors in 
the systems commands and other offices in the Navy 
Department. Working closely with the Curricular Officers 
are Academic Associates. civilian faculty members ap-
pointed by the Provost to provide academic counsel in 
developing and monitoring curricular programs. 
The Academic Departments are chaired by civilian 
members of the faculty. Their primary functions are to pro-
_ .............. ------------------~-
ABSENCE FROM CLASSES 
Attendance at all scheduled classes. lectures, light 
periods or other curricular events is the responsibility of 
the student. Absence is not authorized. except with the per-
mission of the appropriate curricular officer. 
DISBURSING FACILITIES 
The Disbursing Office, a part of the Personnel Support 
Activity Detachment, serves the Naval Postgraduate 
School, Naval Environmental Prediction Research Facility, 
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center. Naval Reserve 
Center, The Defense Language Institute, Naval Facility, 
Point Sur, Defense Resources Management Center and the 
Naval Telecommunications Center. It is located in Herr-
mann Hall, first floor of the East Wing. Business is trans-
acted from 0800 to 1600 Monday through Friday. 
Disbursing personnel strive to give the best service possi-
ble, but there are two things you can do to help them im-
prove the service. (1) Avoid calling or visiting the office on 
paydays and the last working day of the month. (2) Try to 
give Disbursing at least three days notice before picking up 
advance pay, travel TRs, special pay, etc. 
Regular Paydays: Military personnel are paid on the 
15th and 30th of each month or on the preceding workday 
if a regular payday falls on a weekend or holiday. Civilian 
personnel are paid every two weeks. 
Allotments: Registration of allotments is accomplished 
on all working days except paydays and the last working 
day of the month. 
Travel Claims: Travel claims are accepted for payment 
during any working day between 0800 and 1600. Under 
normal circumstances, travel claims are processed within 
four working days. 
Automatic Crediting of Pay Checks: Using the power of 
attorney procedure, personnel may have regular pay 
checks mailed directly to the financial organization of their 
choice. Personnel desiring to make use of this procedure 
should contact the Disbursing Office. 
IDENTIFICATION CARDS (U.S. MILITARY, 
RETIRED AND DEPENDENT) 
ID card issue is from 0800 to 1600, Monday through Fri-
day in the Enlisted Personnel Section, Personnel Support 




ID card issue is from 0800 to 1600, Monday through Fri-
day in the Officer Personnel Office. (Room 131) Herrmann 
Hall. 
No government quarters are available within the UPH 
for dependents. Information on family housing units and 
application for these quarters is contained in another sec-





The Personnel Support Activity 
Detachment (PSD) is located on the 
first floor, East Wing of Herrmann 
Hall. All pay accounts and personnel 
records for active duty and reserve 
naval personnel on the Monterey 
Peninsula, plus the Naval Facility, 
Point Sur, are maintained at the PSD. 
This consolidation is part of the 
Pay/Personnel Administrative Support 
System which is being implemented on 
a Navywide basis. Autovon: 
878-2346/2348. Commercial: (408) 
646-2346/2348. 
BANKING F ACil.ITIES 
The Bank of America National 
Trust and Savings Association 
operates a banking facility in the 
basement of Herrmann Hall. It 
handles all banking transactions, with 
the exception of loan grants. 
Operating hours are from 1000-1500 
on weekdays except on Navy paydays 
when the hours are from 0900 to 1500. 
6 
SCHEDULED AIRLINES 
TICKET OFFICE (SATO) 
SATO is located in Room 124, East 
Wing, Herrmann Hall. The office pro-
vides full airline ticketing and tour 





The Navy Federal Credit Union is 
open from 0800 to 1630, Monday 
through Friday. Services include divi-
dend earning, regular savings and 
Sharecheck share draft accounts; 
high yield Share Certificate accounts 
and NFCU Promissory Notes, and 
loans at attractive rates for most 
worthwhile purposes. Services are 
available to existing NFCU members 
and other personnel eligible to join 
(Navy and Marine Corps officers, ac-
tive and retired, and members of their 
families). 
MEDICAL & DENT AL 
SERVICES 
The Presidio of Monterey Health 
Clinic is a combined services outpa-
tient medical facility located on the 
Presidio of Monterey, in Bldg. 442 on 
Kit Carson Road. As of 17 December 
1976. the Army and Navy have under-
taken a new mission in an effort to 
deliver comprehensive and quality 
medical care to active du ty and depen-
dent personnel of the Presidio of 
Monterey. Naval Postgraduate School, 
and its tenant activities. The Health 
Clinic operates under the concept of 
Family Practice which provides the 
opportunity to receive health care 
from a primary care physician/nurse 
team. 
All active duty personnel and their 
dependents who are assigned to the 
Presidio of Monterey. Navel 
Postgraduate School. or its tenant ac-
tivities. and other Navy/Marine Corps 
personnel stationed in the Monterey 
area are eligible for care. Retired 
military personnel end their 
dependents who maintained their 
health records and received the ma-
jority of their health care at the old 
Presidio of Monterey and Naval 
Postgraduate School Dispensaries 
dur ing the 1975-76 year are eligible. 
The Naval Medical Administrative 
Unit is located in the Presidio of 
Monterey Health Clinic. The Unit is 
responsible for the coordination of 
medical care of all Navy and Marine 
Corps beneficiaries stationed in the 
Monterey area. The Unit maintains 
custody of the Health Records of all 
Active Duty Navy/Marine Corps per-
sonnel. Navy/Marine Corps personnel 
reporting for duty to the Presidio of 
Monterey, Naval Postgraduate School, 
or its tenant activities are required to 
personally deliver their medical 
records to the Naval Medical Ad-
ministrative Unit. 
The Silas B. Hayes Army Hospital. 
located a t the Fort Ord Army Base, 
provides outpatient care. inpatient 
care and consultation services. All ac-
tive duty personnel. and dependents 
under the Presidio of Monterey Family 
Practice program are required to go to 
the Presidio Health Clinic first except 
in the case of emergencies. 
MILITARY OUTPATIENT 
CARE 
Military SickcalJ is held a t the 
Presidio of Monterey Health Clinic. 
Monday through Friday from 
0700-0800. 
There is no siclccall on weekends 
and holidays. All eligible beneficiaries 
who require care on weekends and 
holidays are directed to the General 
Outpatient CJinic at the Silas B. Hayes 
Army Hospital. The GOC Clinic 
operates on a walk-in basis from 
0730-2100 hours daily. After normal 
working hours the POM Health Clinic 
is closed and medical records are not 
avajJable. Please advise the GOC to 
forward all after-hours treatment 
records to the POM Health Clinic for 
inclusion in the medical records. 
DEPENDENT AND RETIRED 
OUTPATIENT CARE 
Appointments: The Presidio Health 
Clinic provides outpatient care to 
dependents of active duty personnel 
and to retirees on an appointment 
basis only. Appointments may be 
scheduled by calling during duty 
hours (0700-1200 and 1300-1600, 
Monday through Friday). 
Emergencies: If an acute illness 
develops during duty hours. phone 
242-8234 or 9662. 
PHARMACY, X-RAY, AND 
LABORATORY SERVICES 
These services are maintained to 
assist the medical officers in diagnosis 
and treatment. Requests from civilian 
physicians for laboratory and X-ray 
procedures will be accepted within 
the capabilities and workload of the 
Health Clinic. Prescriptions from 
civilian physicians will be filled only if 
they are written generically, if possi-
ble. since no drug substitutions can be 
made. 
X-ray- Monday-Friday. 0730-1200 
& 1300-1600. 
Laboratory - Monday-Friday, 
0730-1200 & 1300-1600. 
Pharmacy - Monday-Friday, 
0730-1230 & 1330-1630. 
INOCULATIONS 
Inoculations are given Monday 
through Thursday from 1300 to 1530 
and on Friday from 1300 to 1430. No 
appoin tments are necessary. 
Allergicfdesensitizing injections are 
administered at Ft. Ord weekdays 
from 1300 to 1600. Patients must be 




A Health Benefits Counselor is 
available for information and help 
concerning CHAMPUS and other 
health care benefits. Call 242-4823 





For information and/or appoint-
ments, call 242-8614 during normal 
working hours. 
OTHER CLINIC SERVICES 
The Presidio Health Clinic provides 
general outpatient medical care. Ad-
ditional services are available at the 
clinic by appointment only: 
Well Baby Clinic: Thursday. 1300-
1600. 
Mental Hygiene: As available. 





The Naval Medical Administrative 
Unit (NMAU) was established at the 
U.S. Army's Presidio of Monterey 
Health Clinic when the NRMC Branch 
Clinic was disestablished on 17 
December 1976. NMAU is responsible 
for facilitating naval personnel and 
their dependents' medical care at the 
Army facility. 
DENT AL SERVICES 
The Dental Clinic is located on the 
fourth floor of Herrmann Hall. Person-
nel reporting to the school are in-
structed to make an appointment for 
examination. Annual examinations 
are required. There is no designated 
period for sick call. Appointments 
may be made by telephone. Personnel 
having emergency conditions may 
report without prior arrangement. 
Telephone 646-2477/2478. 
AMBULANCE SERVICE 
La Mesa Housing Residents: Dial 
911. Residents of the Monterey 
Civilian Communities. personnel living 
or working on the Naval Postgraduate 
School Campus and Naval 





Personnel reporting to the Naval Postgraduate School 
may look forward to participating in one of the Navy's 
finest chapel programs. The extensive list of services 
which follows is an indication of the dynamic religious ac-
tivities which attract a large majority of the military per-
sonnel and their dependents in this area. 
Your Chaplain is as close as your telephone: 
Catholic - 646-2242 
Protestant - 646-2241 
Jewish - 242-5827/242-3285 
PROTEST ANT (THE CHAPEL, HERRMANN HALL). 
Sunday Services ...................... 0930 & 1100 
Sunday School .............................. 0930 
(Ages two through adult on the second floor of Root Hall) 
Officer Christian Fellowship ........... Friday at 1945 
CATHOLIC (ST. THOMAS AQUINAS CHAPEL). 
Sunday Masses ....................... 0900 & 1100 
Saturday .................................. 1715 
Monday-Friday ............................. 1215 
Holy Days ........................... 1215 & 1715 
Confessions: Before all weekend Masses, at noon on 
weekdays, and upon request. 
Child Care Center: For children over six months of age. 
Open on Sunday morning (0845 to 1230) end is located in 
Building 238. For Protestant and Catholic services. 
JEWISH. Services are conducted on Shebbat at the Fami-
ly Life Center, For t Ord at 8:00 p.m. Friday and 9:30 e.m. 
Saturday with the Jewish Community Organization pro-
viding the ONEG SHABBAT. Services for the holidays ere 
announced well in advance. 
Religious education for children ages 5-12, as well as ad-
vanced study for older children, is provided on Saturdays. 
Rounding out the activities e re the Jewish Community 
Organization, Bible Study Groups and Holiday sessions 
prior to each holiday. 
For additional information, cell Fort Ord's Jewish 
Chaplain at 242-3285/242-5827. 
CLUBS AND MESSES 
COMMISSIONED OFFICER AND FACULTY 
CLUB - (372-1339) 
The Naval Postgraduate School Officers and Faculty 
Club is among the finest in the Navy. Its services are pro-
vided to ell active duty officers of the armed forces. 
civilian students, faculty members end other specific 
groups. Visa and Mastercharge are accepted for package 
store, evening food services and El Prado bar. 
Continental breakfast - 0730-1030, El Rancho. 
Luncheon-1100-1330, Trident Room; 1100-1315. El Ran-
cho (cafeteria). 
Dinner - 1830-2030 Mon.-Thur. 1830-2130 Fri. & Sat., El 
Prado. 
Attractive rooms al the Club are available for private 
parties. and the Club will provide prepared menu selec-
tions for home parties. For details call 372-1339. 
Remember to make reservations early and do let the 
Club know if you must cancel them. 
GUARANTEE ON PARTY RESERVATIONS 
Reservations for our dining rooms which have been made 
for 20 or more persons, must be confirmed by a signed con-
tract (at least 24 hours prior to the event) guaranteeing 95 
percent attendance. 
CONSOLIDATED PACKAGE STORE 
(373-7511) 
The Consolidated Package store is located between the 
East Wing and the U.S. Post Office at the rear of Herrmann 
Hall. 
Hours of Operation: 
Monday-Thursday .................... . . 1000-1700 
Friday & Saturday ...................... 1000-1800 
Closed Sunday 
ENLISTED MESS OPEN 
The Enlisted Mess (OPEN) is located in Criscuolo Hall. It is 
open to all active duty and retired personnel end their 
dependents. 
Hours of Operation: 
Monday-Thursday ....................... 1700-2300 
Friday & Saturday ....................... 1700-2400 
ENLISTED DINING FACllJTY (646-2063) 
Located just inside the Del Monte Avenue gate. Hours are: 
Weekdays ............................. 0645..0745 
1130-1230 
1630-1730 
Weekends & Holidays .................... 0730..0900 




The legal office provides general legal services for ac-
tive duty and retired military and their dependents, and 
foreign students attending the Naval Postgraduate School 
and their dependents. The legal office is located in Room 
127E, Herrmann Hall. 
NAVY EXCHANGE 
Activities are located in Building 301 on Fleming Road 
unless otherwise indicated. 
Retail Store ...................... 373-7277/373-3575 
Optical Shop .................... .......... 373-2724 
Plant Palace .............................. 373-5933 
Shoe and Luggage Shop ..................... 373-7277 
Personalized Services ...................... 373-5933 
{Personalized Services include engraving, key duplicating, 
color TV rental. rug shampoo rental, Ooor polisher rental. 
noral orders, gift wrapping, plaques, ring orders, film 
developing, printing, and many more.) 
Hours of operation for the above outlets are: 
Sunday & Monday ........................ CLOSED 
Tuesay-Friday ................. .... .... 1030-1700 
Saturday ............................. 1000-1700 
Other NEX facilities and hours of operation are: 
Main Barbershop, Bldg. 206 - 373-2232 
Tuesday-Saturday ...................... 0830-1700 
Appointment Barbershop, Herrmann Hall - 373-5505 
Monday-Friday ......................... 0830-1630 
La Mesa Beauty Salon - 372-1121 
Monday ................................ CLOSED 
Tuesday-Friday ................. ....... 0800-1700 
Saturday ............................. 0800-1500 
Bookstore, Bldg. 300 - 373-1121 
Monday-Friday .... ......... . ........... 1030-1700 
Saturday ............................. 1000-1700 
Uniform Laundry, Dry Cleaning & Tailor Shop, 
Bldg. 206 - 373-7660/0828 
Monday ................ .... .... ........ CLOSED 
Tuesday-Saturday ...................... 0900-1700 
Cashier - 373-7393 
Monday ................................ CLOSED 
Tuesday-Friday ........................ 1030-1700 
Saturday ............................. 1000-1700 
Service Station, Bldg. 348 - 373-7271/373-6264 
Service (Garage) 
Monday-Friday .............. ........... 0800-1630 
Retail (Accessories) Beer & Soda 
Monday-Saturday ...................... 1000-1700 
Pumps 
Monday-Friday .................... ..... 0730-1700 
Saturday ... .......... ................ 0900-1600 
La Mesa Convenience Store - 375-0959 
Monday-Saturday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 1000-1900 
Sunday&: Holidays ...................... 1200-1800 
King Hall Cafeteria. Bldg. 237 - 373-8144 
Monday-Friday ......................... 1100-1330 
Golf Course Snack Bar - 373-8118 
Sunday-Friday ......................... 0900-1700 
Saturday ....................... . . .... 0700-1 700 
Sandpiper Delicatessen, Bldg. 301 - 375-2907 
Monday .................... · - ........ 1100-1700 
Tuesday-Saturday ...................... 0930-1700 
Swimming Pool Snack Bar 
Tuesday-Sunday ........ .............. .. 1200-1800 
(1 May thru summer, weather permitting) 
Vending Service - 373-0557 
Full line vending machines are located in the old Herr-
mann Hall Snack Bar. 
Monday-Friday ......................... 0800-1630 
Navy Exchange Office, Room 107, East Herrmann Hall -
375-3737/646-2576 
Monday-Friday ......................... 0800-1630 
(Information regarding application of Exchange 
Privilege cards may be obtained Crom the Navy Exchange 
Office) 
Outdoor Store, Sport &: Bike Shop, Bldg. 516 - 373-5666 
Tuesday-Friday ........................ 1030-1700 
Saturday ............................. 1000-1700 
PRIVATELY OWNED 
VEHICLES 
Personnel attached to the Naval Postgraduate School 
and tenant commands are required to register their cars 
with the Security Police Office in order to operate on 
School property. Upon presentation of their insurance 
policy with required amounts of coverage (minimum 
$5,000, $15.000, and $30,000), their vehicle registration, 
valid drivers license and ID card, a Vehicle Station Pass 
(decal) will be issued. 
FORT ORD SMALL ANIMAL 
FACILITY 
Bldg. 3144, four buildings in from the corner of 9th 
Street and 5th Avenue.does not provide examinations or 
treatment, but it does give inoculations for a small fee. 
Distemper, hepatitis, leptospirosis and rabies shots are 
given on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1300-1515. 
FORT ORD EXCHANGE 
Main PX - Bldg. 4235. Gigling Road 
Monday-Friday ..................... .. .. 1000-1830 
Saturday & Sunday ..................... 1000-1700 
Country store, Bldg. 3125 - 4th Avenue 
Monday-Saturday ...................... 0930-2100 
Sunday ............................... 1000-1800 
Main Cafeteria. Bldg. 2017 - 2nd Avenue at 6th Street 
Monday-Saturday ...................... 0630-2030 
Sunday&: Holidays ...................... 0800-2030 
Beauty Shop - Main PX 
Monday-Wednesday ............... .... . 0900-1700 
Thursday&: Friday ...................... 0800-2000 
Saturday ............................. 0800-1700 
OTHER EXCHANGE FACILITIES 
At the Presidio of Monterey, there is a Branch PX in 
Bldg. 267. Its inventory includes a small food section which 
carries milk. bread, beverages, etc. There is also a beauty 
shop upstairs in Bldg. 228, behind the gymnasium. PX 
hours are: 
Monday-Friday ......................... 1000-1800 
Saturday .. .. ........ ...... . ..... . ... . 1000-1800 
Sunday .... . ..... . ........ . . . .... .. ... 1200-1800 
Presidio Gas Station. Bldg. 230: 
Monday-Friday ........ . ................ 1200-1700 
Saturday&: Sunday ....................... CLOSED 
COMMISSARY STORE (242·3663) 
There is no commissary al NPS: however, the Army com-
missary al Fort Ord is available. The Main Store is located 
in Bldg. 4240 off Gigling Road. Hours of operation are: 
Monday ........................... . .... CLOSED 
Tuesday-Friday ........................ 1000-1800 
Saturday ............................. 0800-1600 






The Naval Environmental Predic-
tion Research Facility (NEPRF). a field 
activity of the Naval Air Systems Com-
mand, is the Navy's leading center for 
applied research and development in 
the fields of weather analysis and 
prediction. Stressing both scientific 
approach and tactical application. the 
facility's goals are to increase the 
Fleet's knowledge of its operating en-
vironment, to improve the quality of 
weather prediction techniques and 
products used by operational units, 
and to develop means for assessing 
the effects of atmospheric phenomena 
on the functioning of naval com-
munications, detection/tracking and 
weapon systems. 
The facility was established at 
Monterey in 1971 to facilitate an ac-
tive interchange of ideas and exper-
tise with the Naval Postgraduate 
School and nearby Fleet Numerical 
Oceanography Center - co-location 
that effectively unites their research, 
academic and operational aspects. 
and offers unique opportunities for 
cooperation on projects of mutual con-
cern. 
NEPRF researchers address a large 
portion of the naval environment in 
their diverse investigations: from the 
air-sea interface through the 
troposphere to the lower reaches of 
the stratosphere. Their interests 
range from small-scale local weather 
phenomena through the complexities 
of regional forecasting to the pro-
blems of atmospheric analysis and 
prediction on a global scale. 
The products of this research are 
equally varied. Many of them. publish-
ed as handbooks or packaged as in-
novative computer programs, support 
Fleet operations directly by extending 
the skills and product inventories used 
by operational forecasters, tactical 
planners and naval commanders. 
Other products, presented as scien-
tific papers and journal articles, help 
to expand the total body of knowledge 
in meterology and related en-
vironmental sciences. Among 
NEPRF's current areas of research in-
10 
terest are satellite data processing 
and interpretation, computer forecast 
model development, design and 
documentation of techniques for 
tropical storms analysis and predic-
tion, and studies of environmental fac-
tors impacting on electro-optical 
system performance. 
The facility's organization includes 
three research departments: 
Numerical Modeling, Satellite Data 
Processing and Display. and Tactical 
Applications. Other functions include 
administration, maintenance of a 
technical library, publications group, 
graphics shop, and photographic and 
meterology laboratories. 
NEPRF is located at the NPS Annex, 




Fleet Numerical Oceanography 
Center (FNOC) is the master computer 
center and controller of the Navy's 
worldwide Environmental Data Net-
work. It provides oceanographic end 
meteorological products as needed by 
the Operating Forces of the Navy. 
FNOC is an echelon III command 
reporting to Commander. Naval 
Oceanography Command (CNOC) at 
Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. 
Oceanographic and meteorological 
observations from satellites and from 
ground, shipboard, and aircraft 
observers around the world are col-
lected at FNOC. quality-checked. 
sorted and edited by computer pro-
grams. The analysis programs 
transform observations into a "pic-
ture" of the atmospheric and oceanic 
conditions at a given time. This pic-
ture is used to specify initial condi-
tions for predictions models which 
evolve numerical forecasts. These 
forecasts of such variables as wind, 
temperature, pressure. moisture and 
sea conditions provide fleet units with 
a four-Oimensional (space and time) 
measure of the air-0cean environ-
ment. 
Various regional meteorological 
and oceanographic products number-
ing over 2200 each day are then 
transmitted on high-speed computer-
to-compu t er links to Naval 
Oceanography Command Centers and 
Facilities around the world (Guam; 
Pearl Harbor. Hawaii; Norfolk, 
Virginia; Rola, Spain and Suilland. 
Maryland) and to the National 
Military Command Center in the Pen-
tagon. At these sites, the regional pro-
ducts are used to prepare forecasts 
tailored to satisfy specific user re-
quirements. Such forecasts are then 
transmitted to operating forces via 
Navy radioteletype and facsimile 
broadcasts. 
For certain applications. FNOC pro-
vides environmental support direct to 
Navy units. For example, the Pacific 
Optimum Track Ship Routing pro-
gram, under which FNOC recom-
mends to Navy and Military Sealift 
Command ships a least time/least 
damage route. Prior to departure 
vessels requesting this service are ad-
vised of the optimum ocean track bas-
ed on long-range weather and 
oceanographic forecasts. Updated 
forecasts are then used to keep the 
ships advised. Similarly, Optimum 
Path Aircraft Routing System (OPARS) 
is a new automated system designed 
to provide air crews with best route, 
best altitude and fuel management in-
formation based on forecast winds 
and weather. This new service is be-
ing provided to Navy and Coast Guard 
air crews worldwide. The "optimum" 
route, depending on operational re-
qui rements, may be the most 
economical in terms of fuel, the 
quickest or the route that avoids 
adverse weather conditions. Also. 
many ocean acoustic products are 
prepared by "Fleet Numerical" and 
tailored for direct transmission to 
Navy Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) 
units throughout the world. 
To further a successful man-
c ompu t er partnership, FNOC 
developed and now supports Naval 
Environmental Display Stations 
(NEDS) installed in the various 
Oceanography Centers and at the Pen-
tagon. The NEDS is a minicomputer 
communications, alphanumeric, and 
graphics display system which allows 
high-speed interactive receipt. 
transmission, and display of messages 
and graphics. A NEDS can also be us-
ed at a remote site to execute pro-
grams on the FNOC large-scale com-
puters. 
Fleet Numerical Oceanography 
Center occupies the Edwin T. Harding 
Building, named for the first Com-
mander of the NavaJ Weather Service 
Command, at the Naval Postgraduate 
School Annex. The Harding Building 
houses the Command's computer, ad-
ministrative and operations depart-
ments. Other FNOC depar tments oc-





The Defense Resources Manage-
ment Education Center (formerly Navy 
Management Systems Center) was 
established in February 1966 as a 
jointly staffed DoD-sponsored activity. 
The center conducts both resident and 
on-site defense resources manage-
ment courses for U.S. and foreign 
military personnel of all services in 
grades 0-4 and above end military-
releted civilians of equal grades. 
The focus of the programs con-
ducted by the Center is the develop-
ment of knowledge and understanding 
of the concepts, techniques and ap-
plications of modern defense manage-
ment systems, with specific emphasis 
on effective resource management. 
The Center offers three types of 
courses. The four-week Defense 
Resources Management Course is at-
tended by military/civilian par-
ticipants 04-06/GSll-15, who work in 
planning, programming. budgeting. 
systems analysis or resource-related 
activities of DoD components in the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
departmental or agency headquarters 
and selected major commands. The 
Senior Defense Resources Manage-
ment Course is offered to admirals 
and generals and senior civilians of 
equivalent rank. This two-week 
course presents a broad overview of 
defense management systems and 
develops improved understanding of 
analysis and decision-making in the 
Department of Defense. 
The third program offered by the 
Center is international management 
training. Resident courses are the 
four-wee k Senior In ternationa l 
Defense Management Course and the 
11-week International Defense 
Management Course. These courses 
are attended by military/civilian par-
ticipants from all services and coun-
tries. 
In addition to resident programs, 
mobile training teams are available on 
request and give assistance to 
cooperating foreign countries in the 
general area of defense management. 
The Center also presents on-site pro-
grams to U.S. service components and 




All Navy and Marine Corps avia-
tion activities are required to have a 
Safety Officer and an Aviation Safety 
Officer assigned as primary billets. 
The Naval Postgraduate School pro-
vides the required education to the 
naval aviation and naval flight of-
ficers who fill these key billets. 
The six-week Aviation Safety Of-
ficer (ASO) course is designated to 
prepare squadron safety officers and 
aviation safety officers to assist com-
manding officers in conducting ag-
gressive accident prevention pro-
grams. When completed, the officer 
will be able to organize and ad-
minister an accident prevention pro-
gram. 
The eight-day Aviation Safety Com-
mand (ASC) course is designed to 
prepare squadron commanding of-
ficers , Officers-in-Charge, officers 
screened for command, and staff safe-
ty officers of major aviation com-
mands in the techniques, policies and 
philosophies of an effective command 
safety program. 
About 300 ASO course and 200 ASC 
course students graduate annually. 
Graduates include officers from other 
services and government agencies, 
and an increasing number of officers 
representing the military services of 
allied governments. 
The Aviation Safety Programs of 
the Naval Postgraduate School are the 
sole source agency in the Navy for the 
education of Squadron Safety Officers 
and Aviation Safety Officers. 
NAVAL RESERVE 
CENTER 
A Naval Reserve Center (NRC) is 
located at 1352 Lighthouse Ave .. 
Pacific Grove. It supports a Seabee 
Reserve Detachment, a Volunteer 
Training Group, and Reserve Guided 
Missile cruiser GRIDLEY (2120}. 
NAVAL SECURITY GROUP 
DETACHMENT MONTEREY 
The Naval Security Group Detach-
ment Monterey, at the Presidio of 
Monterey, was established in 
February 1976 and conducts liaison 
with and provides support to the Com-
mandant of the Defense Language In-
stitute in personnel and academic 
matters related to Navy students par-
ticipating in language training at the 
Defense Language Institute. 
NSG Del. Monterey telephone num-
bers are 242-8213 or 8142. Autovon 
prefix is 929-. 
DEFENSE MANPOWER 
DATA CENTER 
The Defense Manpower Data 
Center (formerly called Manpower 
Research and Data Analysis Center) is 
a Defense Logistics Agency organiza-
tion that became a Naval 
Postgraduate School tenant command 
in July 1974. DMDC's mission is lo sup-
port DoD-wide studies, analyses and 
research in the area of Defense Man-
power. In this capacity, DMDC serves 
as a central facility within DoD for the 
collection of manpower and personnel 
data. DMDC provides tabulations and 
data analyses from its data files to 
researchers working in the man-
power/personnel area. DMDC's 
primary user is the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, but other users 
include the manpower research func-
tions of the Military Services, the Of-
fice of Management and Budget. The 
Rand Corporation. as well as other 
Government organizations. DMDC is 
unique in its centralization of military, 
civilian, reserve and retiree data 
bases giving it the ability to provide 
analyses on the whole spectrum of 
DoD personnel. Located a few blocks 
from the Naval Postgraduate School 
campus. DMDC utilizes the school's 
computer facilities. A Navy Liaison 
Officer helps NPS students studying 
manpower issues gain access to infor-




A Naval Telecommunication Center 
(NTCC) is located in Bldg. 700 at the 
NPS Annex. It has a staff of 35, and is 
manned 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. to provide communication sup-
port for naval activities in the 
Monterey area. NTCC is a component 
of the Naval Communication Station, 
Stockton, CA. The commercial tele-
phone number is (408} 646-2070/2020; 






Located on Fremont Street in 
Monterey, Monterey Peninsula Col-
lege is one of over a hundred ac-
credited California Community Col-
leges which offer classes during the 
day, evenings. off-campus, weekends. 
twilight and on radio, television and in 
the newspaper on a credit and non-
credit basis. 
Classes are comparable to instruc-
tion offered by the Universtiy of 
California campuses or any of the 
California State Universities or Col-
leges. 
MPC is open to all high school 
graduates and to anvone 16 or over 
who may benefit from further educa-
tion. The Associate in Arts degree or 
the Associate in Science degree can 
be earned after two years of full-time 
study, and allows students to transfer 
their college credits to a four year in-
stitution for completion of advanced 
degrees. The students may also enroll 
in terminal programs in over 50 
technical and vocational fields. 
MPC has an extensive community 
services program including renowned 
guest lecturers, music and theatrical 
groups. exhibits and demonstrations 




MilS is approved by the Veterans 
Administration and veterans who at-
tend are eligible for V.A. benefits. The 
convenient proximity to military bases 
and to the Naval Postgraduate School 
malces the Monterey Institute of Inter-
national Studies particularly well 
suited to serve military personnel. 
The Monterey Institute of Interna-
tional Studies, located at 440 Van 
Buren Street in Monterey, is an in-
dependent, fully accredited upper 
division and graduate school. With a 
predominately foreign-born faculty. 
MJlS prepare students for foreign ser-
vice, international conference inter-
pretation, teaching and other related 
positions. Providing students with a 
better understanding of global rela-
tions, the curriculum stresses the im-
portance and linguistic traditions of 
other nations. Small classes provide 
students with individualized instruc-
tion and flexability in everyday situa-
tions. 
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Degree programs available include 
Education. International Economics, 
International Management, Interna-
tional Studies, Languages and Civiliza-
tions, Translation and Interpretation. 
For further information please con-
tact the office of admissions at 
649-3113 open Monday through Fri-
day from 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. On 
campus visits are warmly welcomed. 
CHAPMAN COLLEGE 
(899-4164) 
At Fort Ord is a branch of Chapman 
College, which offers liberal arts and 
social science courses to all qualified 
applicants. and grants bachelor's and 
master's degrees and public school 
teaching credentials. Most classes are 
held in the evening. 
GOLDEN GATE 
UNIVERSITY (373-4176) 
A branch of Golden Gate University 
offers evening classes at Fort Ord and 
at York School (off Salinas Highway). 
Four undergraduate and two graduate 
degrees are offered in various fields 
of administration and management. 
Recreation 
The Recreation Department Offlce 
is located in Room 023A (Basement) of 
Hermann Hall, telephone 646-2466. 
The following is a summary of recrea-
tional services available: 
GOLF COURSE 
The 18-hole Navy Golf Course is 
located in back of the Monterey Fair 
Grounds. Active and retired military 
personnel. their dependents and 
guests are eligible to use the course. 
Membership is open to all active and 
retired military personnel and their 
dependents. Hours of operation are 
0800 to dusk during weekdays. and 
0600 to dusk during weekends. 
The golf course has a clubhouse, 
snack bar, lounge, and shower rooms. 
There is also a Pro Shop which offers 
a variety of retail merchandise to 
meet the golfer 's needs. Rates are as 
follows: 
Green Fees. All authorized players, 
military (active or retired) and 
civilians, and their dependents: 
Weekdays ................ $5.00 
Saturdays. Sundays & Holidays 6.00 
Monthly. individual player ... 21.00 
Bonafide civilian guests of the 
above personnel: 
Weekdays ................. 6.00 
Saturdays. Sundays & Holidays 7.00 
Driving Range. Adjacent to the Pro 
Shop, the range has the same hours of 
operation as the Golf Course, and 
anyone eligible to use the course is 
eligible to use the driving range. 
Range balls are available for the con-
venience of patrons of the range. 
Golf Lessons. The golf professional 
and his assistants give lessons on an 
appointment basis. Youth programs 
and group lessons are also available. 
PICNIC GROUNDS 
The picnic grounds are open from 
0700<lusk daily. Reservations for use 
of the barbecue pits are required and 
can be made with the Recreation Of-
fice Monday through Friday. Rules for 
use of the picnic area will be explain-
ed at the time reservations are made. 
The grounds will accommodate a max-
imum of 200 people. Special requests 
for parties lasting longer than dusk 
must be made to the Recreation Office 
in writing. There is also a softball field 
available for weekend picnics only. 
SOFTBALL 
A diamond is located on Garden 
Drive across from Del Monte Lake. Its 





A six-lane bowling facility is located 
in Building 228. Bowling costs 50 cents 
per line. Shoe and locker rental are 
available. and the facility also sells 
bowling equipment. The lanes are open 
six days a week (closed Sundays). Call 
Ext. 2288 for hours of operation. 
SAil.ING 
The School owns two Shields Class 
sloops, two 22' Santanas and two 22' 
Columbias. In order to use the boats, 
one must first obtain a qualification as 
cruising skipper. The NPS Recreation 
Deparbnent has regularly scheduled 
training. The NPS Sailing Association 
maintains an active racing program. 
GYMNASIUM 
The gym. with three four-wall hand-
ball courts, two squash courts and an 
exercise room, furnished with all the 
equipment necessary for any physical 
fitness or reducing program. is 
located in Bldg. 239. 
Issue Room: The Gear Issue Room 
has an extensive selection of athletic 
and camping equipment which may be 
checked out by eligible personnel for a 
nominal daily fee. 
A complete list of available items 
and their cost may be obtained from 
the Issue Room between 0900 and 
1700 on Monday through Friday. 
VOLLEYBALL 
There is one court at the p1cruc 
grounds, one court behind the NPS 
swimming pool and one court next to 
Spanagel Hall. There are also two 
courts in the gymnasium. 
BASKETBALL 
There is a regulation size court in 
the gymnasium. 
CHILD CARE CENTER 
At the Naval Postgraduate School. 
the Child Care Center is located in 
building 238. Children must be a t least 
six months old. and parents must sub-
mit a shot record upon their initial en-
try. Rates are: 1st child: $1.00 per 
hour; 2 children: $1.40 per hour; 3 
children: $1.70 per hour; and 4 
children: $2.00 per hour. Lunch is 
served from 1100-1200 and supper (on 
Fridays and Saturdays only) from 
1730-1800 for a charge of 75 cents. 
MONTEREY PENINSULA 
ARMED SERVICES YMCA 
The Monterey Peninsula Armed 
Services YMCA is located at the cor-
ner of Webster and El Estero Streets 
in Monterey. Regular attractions in-
clude fold and ballroom dancing, craft 
classes, ping-pong, shuffleboard. pool 
and billiards, movies, stage shows. 
family suppers. television reading 
room. classical and popular records. 
letter-writing facilities and a snack 
bar. The facility is open lo active duty 
military and their dependents. Retired 
milita r y personnel and their 
dependents are also welcome. For 
more information, call 372-7568. 
TENNIS COURTS 
There are 12 courts of champion-
ship quality. two of which are located 
below the swimming pool. two for-
ward of Herrmann Hall, two in La 
Mesa Village adjacent to the La Mesa 
School, two lighted courts in La Mesa 
Village, two behind the housing office 





There are many activities on cam-
pus such as the Sailing Association. 
Flying Club, Lacrosse Club and 
Theatre Workshop. to name just a 
few. 
Folders, maps of camping areas. 
and lists of motels and entertainment 
facilities are avails ble. Contact the 
Recreation Office for the details. 
SWIMMING POOL 
The swimming pool is open from 
May through September. Operating 
hours are: 
Tuesday-Sunday ....... 1200-1800 
Dependents and bonafide guests may 
use the pool. 
HUNTING AND FISHING 
Information on hunting and fishing 
in the Los Padres National Forest area 
may be obtained by calling the Fish 
and Game Commission at Fort Hunter-
Liggett Military Reservation, or the 
NPS Recreation Office. 
UTILE THEATRE 
The NPS Little Theater puts on one 
minor and two major productions a 
year. Anyone who is interested should 
call 646-2466. 
MOVIES 
Fort Ord and Defense Language In-
stitute schedule movies during the 
week and on weekends. Consult the 
recreation department for movie 
schedules. 
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The Montergy_ Peninsuk 
The Monterey Peninsula is one of 
the country's loveliest areas. from the 
sand dunes fronting the wide arc of its 
bay to the pineclad hills rising behind 
its towns. 
Monterey Bay was sighted by ex-
plorer Juan Cabrillo only fifty years 
after Columbus discovered the new 
world. The bay was named by Sabas-
tian Vizcaino for the Viceroy of New 
Spain. The first permanent building in 
the area, San Carlos Borromeo Mis-
sion, was built in 1770, and in 1775 
Spanish and Mexican ranchers began 
to settle on the immense land grants in 
the region. The small town of 
Monterey soon became the center of 
government, trade and culture for the 
growing population, and was Califor-
nia's first capitol. 
With the move of the capitol to San 
Jose, and the discovery of gold in in-
land California, Monterey went into a 
long period of decline. 
Then in the decade of the eighties, 
the charms of the peninsula began to 
be rediscovered. This rediscovery was 
helped by building in 1880 of the Hotel 
Del Monte, a luxury establishment 
that was soon attracted prominent 
guests from all over the world 
-Chauncey Depew, Andrew Carnegie, 
President Benjamin Harrison and 
Joseph Pulitzer. 
In 1889 Monterey became an incor-
porated city. In 1900, however, it had 
less than 2,000 residents, and aside 
from its splendid hotel was still only a 
dilapidated town of frame and adobe 
buildings. But eventually the impact of 
thousands of tourists, among them ar-
tists and writers who came and re-
mained, brought boom times to the 
peninsula. Since pre-World War II 
days it has under gone an enormous 
population increase. 
Monterey County embraces some 
two million acres of mostly moun-
tainous terrain extending 100 miles 
along the pacific coast. Salinas is the 
county seat. 
Climatically, the Monterey Penin-
sula resembles other areas of the cen-
tral California coast. without ex-
tremes of heat or cold and moderately 
low yearly rainfall. The sun shines 
most of the year. There are two 
seasons - the dry summer season ex-
tending from May to October, and the 
wet season from November to April. 
Weather changes are infrequent from 
day to day and week to week. 
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continiwl from page 18 
The Peninsula is the ideal playland, 
with its fores t, beaches, parks. golf 
courses and nearby ocean. Nearly a 
million people each year visit the 
county's two state parks. Big Sur and 
Point Lobos, and the three state 
monuments. Countless others sun on 
the beaches, play golf or tennis, fish, 
hunt, camp or take scenic excursions. 
Hundreds of special events are held 
each year. There are salmon derbies. 
yacht races, dog shows, butterfly 
parades. art exhibits, craft shows, car 
races, rodeos and antique car shows. 
Many of the special events, such as 
the blessing of the fishing fleet, have 
old and meaningful histories. The Bing 
Crosby Pro-Am tournament is held 
here annually, as are the Salinas 
Valley Fair at King City in May, the 
Monterey County Fair in August, and 
the Monterey Jazz Festival in 
September. 
MONTEREY 
The Monterey of today is a city of 
old adobe houses, blue and white 
boats in the harbor, a colorful fisher-
man's wharf and the busy life of the 
20th century. It has much to offer the 
visitor and permanent resident alike. 
Monterey's historical buildings are 
indicated by a "Path of History", an 
orange line painted in the street for 
the convenience of visitors. Among 
these is the old Customs House, where 
the United States flag was first raised 
by Commodore John Drake Sloat in Ju-
ly 1846. Colton Hall played an even 
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greater role in the history of Califor-
nia. In 1849 it housed the Constitu-
tional Convention when California, as 
the first Pacific coast state, was ad-
mitted to the union; the California Con-
stitution was written there. 
The Royal Presidio Chapel was 
established by Padre Junipero Serra 
on June 4, 1770. The government had 
intended the chapel as part of a mis-
sion, but Father Serra wanted the mis-
sion to be closer to the Indians of the 
Carmel Valley. So the chapel remain-
ed as part of the Presidio and Father 
Serra established his mission in 
Carmel. The present chapel building 
was dedicated in 1795 and has been in 
continuous use ever since. 
Monterey's beautiful gardens are in 
bloom the year round. By Colton Hall 
is Friendly Plaza; r ight below is a 
charming little memory garden. The 
Stevenson House and California's 
First Theater, both state monuments, 
have gardens too. Perhaps best loved 
is Memory Garden, back of the Pacific 
Building, where every year on June 3 
Montereyans celebrate the Merienda, 
the city's birthday party. 
People who have read John 
Steinbeck's Cannery Row and Sweet 
Thursday can see echoes of these 
stories in Monterey's Cannery Row. 
Most of the canneries are closed now, 
but the spirit of the old times linger. 
The Presidio of Monterey was 
founded by Spain in 1770 and in one 
form or another has been active ever 
since. Tbere've been marked changes, 
of course. It's still in the same place 
high on the hill overlooking the bay. 
Gone are the Spanish soldiers and 
their horses: the U.S. Army now has 
its' language school there. 
The city today sprawls around a 
gentle arc of Monterey Bay and 
reaches back into the hills to an 
altitude of 600 feet. Its busiest street 
is Alvarado, once part of El Camino 
Real. the old Spanish Royal Road that 
connected the California missions. 
There are still a few old adobes wedg-
ed between modern buildings on the 
street. 
Monterey has a city manager form 
of government, centered in historic 
Colton Hall in the heart of the old city. 
Fisherman's Wharf juts out into the 
bay in front of the Old Customs House. 
The first wharf at this site was built in 
1845. Today, Monterey's chief in-
dustries are the military, tourism and 
fishing; Fisherman's Wharf remains a 
busy and popular place. 
The city has 161 acres in developed 
parks, 62 acres of green belts and 
open space, city beach and play-
grounds. The latter includes Dennis 
the Menace playground off Pearl 
Street, a gem conceived by Hank Ket-
chum. creator of Dennis the Menace. 
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PACIFIC GROVE 
Pacific Grove was founded in 1875 
by California Methodists. who 
established a conference center there. 
The city is probably best known for 
the millions of Monarch butterflies 
that migrate there each winter, giving 
the town it 's unofficial title "Butterfly 
Town U.S.A." Each year the but-
terflies migrate from Canada and the 
state of Washington to a favorite 
grove of pines in Pacific Grove. Even 
naturalists are mystified by this an-
nual migration; although it is the first 
trip for each butterfly, they head uner-
ringly for the same pine grove each 
year. They arrive in late October and 
leave in March. A few strays hang 
around the year long. The penalty for 
disturbing the butterflies is $500. 
Pacific Grove is a residential, incor-
porated community of some 17,995 
and occupies the sandy slope between 
point Pinos and New Monterey. The 
district also includes the suburban 
Monterey Peninsula Country Club, 
2,250 population, and Del Monte Park, 
2,000. 
Many military personnel live in 
Pacific Grove, a short and pleasant 
drive from the Naval Postgraduate 
School and the Defense Language In-
stitute. Fort Ord, the largest military 
activity in the area. is less than ten 
miles away. 
The distance from the heart of 
Pacific Grove to the heart of Monterey 
is only two miles; and it is just a few 
minutes drive to Pebble Beach, 
Presidio of Monterey. Del Rey Oaks, 
Seaside, Marina, Carmel and Carmel 
Valley. 
The pineclad heights of its' 
southern boundary offer a striking 
contrast to the wide, white dunes on 
the west and the dark rugged 
shoreline of the north, challenging the 
long surge of the Pacific. 
A half mile from the center of town 
is an 18 hole golf course and a pro-
tected beach with secluded bathing 
coves and picnic grounds. Pacific 
Grove's municipal flower beds along 
the water's edge are world famous. 
There are a public library, fire 
department, police department, 
recreational facilities and top-ranking 
schools. as well as churches of all 
denominations. 
Scientists come from all over the 
world to study the marine life off the 
Pacific Grove beaches. The Hopkins 
Marine Laboratories of Stanford 
University are here, as well as the 
Hopkins Marine Life Refuge, a two 
mile stretch of beach extending out to 
a depth of 60 feet. 
Asilomar Conference Ground 
through the years has been a place 
where educational, religious and 
youth groups have lived, convened 
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and worked together. This cultural 
resource contains 60 acres and has 
numerous meeting rooms. two 
auditoriums and complete facilities 
for housing and feeding 500 guests. 
Glass-bottomed boats operate out of 
Pacific Grove Marine Gardens on 
trips that will take you on a marine 
fairyland of fantastic shapes and 
undreamed-of creatures of the plant 
and animal worlds. You'll see striped 
convict fish. sea stars, sea bats, senor-
ily fish. cabazone. giant sea urchins 
and sea anenomes. 
The Pacific Grove Museum of 
Natural History contains unusual and 
interesting exhibits of butterflies, 
marine and bird life. plants. shells. In-
dian artifacts and historical presenta-
tions. It is open every day but Monday 




Less than 10 minutes from the 
Naval Postgraduate School. Carmel-
By-The-Sea lies on the oak and pine 
covered sand dunes of Carmel Bay, its 
perfect white sand beaches edged by 
picturesque cypress trees for which it 
is world-famous. 
One hundred thirty miles south of 
San Francisco and 350 miles north of 
Los Angeles, Carmel is easily reached 
by automobile along State Route One 
or 101. Local buses, taxi and 
limousine service to the town is 
available from the airport and from 
Monterey. 
Carmel's beautiful beach is city 
owned for its' entire length and is 
available to visitors and residents 
alike. Although trecberous tides make 
swimming dangerous, the beach is in-
comparable for sunbathing and pic-
nicing. 
Carmels' climate is mild and en-
joyable the year round. The flowers 
never stop blooming. Days from 
March to June may be warm, occa-
sionally reaching 80. but night 
temperatures remain in the low 50s. 
Summers are mild, with the warmth of 
the sun often tempered by fog. But 
there are many bright clear days with 
the temperatures in the 70s. Nights re-
main cool and pleasant. The months 
from October through December offer 
beautiful days. with crisp. clear air 
and bright sun. October is the 
warmest month, with temperatures 
sometimes reaching 85. Rain may oc-
cur from late September through May. 
Carmel is known for its' charming 
shops. Most of these are small and 
specialize in one type of merchandise 
from candles and brassware to im-
ported foods and goUing apparel. 
Within the business district are many 
secluded shopping courts of great 
charm and character, often missed by 
visitors who don't stray from their 
cars. 
Carmel also has a large community 
of artists and craftsmen whose works 
can be seen in the many art galleries 
and studios of the village. 
There are two little theaters and a 
cinema. The community support many 
excellent musical events. including 
concerts by a local orchestra and the 
annual Carmel Bach Festival held in 
July at the Sunset Center. Outdoor 
music, dance and theatrical perfor-
mances are held at Forest Theater, 
and there is an annual series of dance 
programs at the Sunset Center. 
Excellent restaurants serve a varie-
ty of food. from French haute cuisine 
to Oriental fare. 
There are many hotels and motels 
available, both close in and along the 
coast. If possible, reservations should 
be made in advance. Conventions, goU 
tournaments and other events fre-
quently leave the village without ac-
commodations for last minute ar-
rivals. 
Carmel has an outstanding library. 
its building designed in 1929 by Ber-
nard Maybeck, the great California 
architect. 
The residents of the village are pro-
tected by a fine police force and 
volunteer fire departmenL Visitors 
should be warned to park cars proper-
ly and not leave them too long in a 
limited parking zone. Complimentary 
parking is available at the Sunset 





This is one of the best known scenic 
drives in the world. It is talked about, 
advertized, celebrated - and it will ex-
cede your expectations. 
A private toll road, Seventeen Mile 
Drive can be entered from Pacific 
Grove, State Highway 1 or Carmel. 
and leads through the most beautiful 
coastal area of California. The 
scenery changes from low white sand 
dunes to fairytale forests of Monterey 
Cypress trees. twisted in ghostlilce 
shapes and hung with moss. The bird 
rocks and seal rocks can be seen from 
the drive. and an occasional whale 
spouts in the ocean. The Del Monte 
forest. through which the drive 
passes, contains some of America's 
most beautiful homes. 

SEASIDE 
The largest city on the Monterey 
Peninsula, Seaside, is located in the 
sunshine belt on the coast. bordering 
Monterey to the north. Primarily a 
residential and retail business com-
munity. Seaside offers a variety of 
homes and homasites with panoramic 
views of Monterey Bay. 
Only minutes from Monterey, 
Carmel and Pacific Grove, Seaside 
provides a centralized location for 
residents to enjoy the entire penin-
sula. 
In recent years, Seaside has grown 
dramatically through redevelopment 
projects and commercial and private 
development. The population is 
36,291, incuding part of the residen-
tial area of Fort Ord incorporated 
within Seasides' city limits. 
The newly constructed Monterey 
Peninsula Auto Center. located in 
Seaside, provides complete saJes and 
service. The majority of auto dealers 
have moved into this giant complex. 
The California Department of Motor 
Vehicles is adjacent to the new 
modern Seaside City Hall. 
Seaside has 14 parks, two youth 
centers. and nine schools (si.x elemen-
tary, two junior high and one senior 
high), which are part of the Monterey 
Peninsula Unified School District. 
Twenty churches represent every 
denomination. 
With a council-management form of 
government, Seaside offers full 
minicipal services, including police, 
fire, building, planning, public works, 
parks and recreation. 
As a young and dynamic city, 
Seaside offers a convenient place to 
live. close to the Naval Postgraduate 
School and some of the most beautiful 
natural scenery in the world. 
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CARMEL VALLEY 
Carmel Valley extends from the 
mouth of the Carmel River to the 
Jamesburg area 26 miles east. Post of-
fices are located in Carmel Valley 
Village and tbe Mid-Valley Shopping 
Center. The population is 7.500. ln tbe 
Valley are several good resorts and 
guest ranches. three golf courses and 
numerous tennis courts. 
Sunny Carmel Valley's moderate 
year around temperatures average 
74.5 maximum in summer and 61 max-
imum in winter. 
Carmel Valley Schools are excellent 
and boast small class sizes. There are 
two elementary schools. a junior high 
school and a high school. Also 
available are Catholic and Episcopal 
parochial schools. 
Churches in the Valley include the 
non-denominational Community 
Chapel, Our Lady of Mount Carmel 
Catholic. St. Dunstan's Episcopal, 
First Baptist. St. Philip's Lutheran and 
Christian Science. 
Beside Carmel Valley Village is a 
fog-free, 2,400 foot airstrip suitable 
for single and light twins. 
Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis, 
Lions. Women's Club, Garden Club, 
Parents Club, Community Center with 
its own building and swim.ming pool, 
Trail and Saddle Club, Horsemen's 
Association. Gem and Mineral Socie-
ty, Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, Little 
League, Flying Club. property owners' 
associations and church groups are 
some of Carmel Valley's community 
organizations. 
A fine volunteer Fire Department 
and forestry crews provide excellent 
fire protection. 
Carmel Valley Village and three 
other shopping centers have 
restaurants, art galleries, intriguing 




Geographically, the Salinas Valley 
includes the cities of Salinas, King Ci-
ty, Prundale, Soledad and San Juan 
Batista. 
Agricultural production of the rich 
farm land and the cattle industry. sus-
tained by excellent grazing land in the 
foothills and mountain ranges, have 
historically formed the economic 
backbone of the Valley. Most major 
light industry is engaged in allied pro-
duction of goods and services such as 
farm equipment, fertilizers, food pro-
cesssing, refrigeration and packaging. 
The effective buying power of person-
nel assigned to military installations 
in the area is also important and aids 
in stablizing and diversifying the 
economy. A large number of military 
families live in the Salinas Valley. 
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THE HOTEL DEL MONTE-
FIRST 100 YEARS 
Few of man's enterprises last a cen-
tury, especially those that are twice 
ravaged by fire, but the Hotel Del 
Monte, site of the Naval Postgraduate 
School bas, although not quite in the 
grandeur conceived by the hotel's 
founders. 
Described by Robert Louis Steven-
son as "Millionaire Vulgarians", the 
founders of the Del Monte. Charles 
Crocker, Leland Stanford, Mark 
Hopkins and Collis P. Huntington, en-
visioned a "watering spot" on the 
Pacific shoreline that would rival 
Saratoga, Atlantic City, Newport and 
Brighton. If the Del Monte never 
reached the historic social eminence 
of the eastern resorts, it is because it 
was started later. 
Still the Del Monte served the same 
purpose, to cater to the upper class, 
their lackeys, imitators and hanger-
ons. In that function it served splen-
didly. 
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The Old Hotel 
PRE-CROCKER 
NOTORIETY 
Since before the Del Monte was 
built. notoriety, fable and scandal set 
the tone of conversation about the site 
that would become the Del Monte. 
One early story about the site is 
related by author/historian Richard 
Rinehardt in his "Legend of Del 
Monte." Reinehardt relates that one 
of Calliornia 's first millionaires. a 
Scotsman of "notoriously acquisitive 
disposition" named David Jacks 
started the transformation of 
Monterey into a fashionable resort in 
the late 1870s. Jacks and business 
associates built a narrow gauge rail 
spur from the Southern Pacific's main 
line near Watsonville to a wharf they 
operated near the Monterey Customs 
house. 
Jacks' prodding of his business 
associates into construction of the 
spur was self-serving. He had spent 
the better part of the previous 30 
years obtaining the rights to Spanish 
land grants and municipal lots in deals 
that were little more than shady. 
One such transaction took place 
while Jacks was acting as attorney for 
the City of Monterey in the 1850s. He 
represented the town council before 
the U.S. Land Commission for the title 
to property surrounding Monterey, 
then accepted the deed to the property 
from the council in lieu of his legal 
fees. 
Legend has it that the citizenry of 
Monterey with an eye to venting their 
dissatisfaction upon his person were 
still looking for Jacks 20 years later. 
As far north as San Francisco calls 
were made to "string up Squire Jacks 
at the first convenient opportunity." 
ENTER THE BIG FOUR 
Jacks. in what would have been con-
sidered a slick land deal for the times. 
unloaded his peninsula holdings on 
Croclcer, Huntington. Stanford and 
Hopkins for $5 an acre. He had paid 
about 12 cents an acre for the proper-
ty. consisting of the Ranchos 
Pescadero. Puente Pinos and 
Lagunita, the bulk of which is now 
known as Del Monte Forest. Pebble 
Beach and Seventeen Mile Drive. 
Del Monte 
The Big Four were doing business 
as the Pacific Improvement Company, 
a holding company for their stock in 
the Central Pacific and Southern 
Pacific Railroads. their mines, lumber 
interest and town sites. 
Crocker in particular was struck 
with the idea of a plush resort in 
Monterey and legend, that has the 
ring of a crack PR man's copy, has it 
that he and his confederates spent the 
morning combing the peninsula seek-
ing the construction site of their spiffy 
spa. 
Coming upon an area where the sun 
pierced the dense fog, Crocker is said 
to have plunged his walking stick 
through the ice plants and decreed 
that the building would take place in 
the sun basked area. 
It is interesting to note that the site 
selected by Crocker in this manner of 
a Biblical prophet was both adjacent 
to Monterey Bay - the resort's major 
calling card - and Pacific Improve-
ment's newly acquired narrow gauge 
railroad spur. 
PROSPERITY OFFERED 
Diminished whaling caused by 
overhunting - 20 years before the birth 
of the sardine canning industry - had 
reduced the peninsula's economy to 
one of agriculture and fishing. The Big 
Four's resort offered prosperity to the 
area's proletariat. 
Not only would revenue from the 
construction of the resort bolster the 
sluggish Mexican fishing/farming 
economy, but work in the hotel's kit-
chens. parlors. stables, grounds and 
shops would prove to be a steady sup-
ply of hard cash. After opening the Del 
Monte. whjch was constructed in 100 
days, Crocker and company would 
continue development of the Monterey 
holdings, building a gas and water 
works, a printing plant and a mattress 
and upholstering factory. 
Still with the promise of the pro-
sperity offered by the hotel there were 
the disgruntled. Robert Louis Steven-
son. for one, wrote: "The Monterey of 
last year no longer exists. A huge hotel 
has sprung up in the desert by the 
railroad. Three sets of diners sit down 
successively to table. Individual toilet-
tes figure along the beach and be-
tween the live oaks; and Monterey is 
advertised in the newspapers and 
posted in the waiting rooms of railway 
stations. as a resort for wealth and 
fashion. Alas for the poor little town! 
It is not strong enough to resist the in-
fluence of the flaunting caravansary, 
and the poor, quaint, penniless native 
gentlemen of Monterey must perish. 
like a lower race. before the 
millionaire vulgarians of the Big 
Bonanza." 
Charles Crocker himself headed the 
guest register of the Hotel Del Monte 
on opening night. June 3. 1880. At the 
time guests. arriving by "lightning ex-
press" train from San Francisco via 
Watsonville, were greeted at the hotel 
by light from nearly a thousand gas-
jets reflected again and again in near-
ly as many mirrors. Billed by Crocker 
as the "Most Elegant Seaside Resort 
in the World," the hotel grounds 
boasted 126 (some say 127) acres of 
landscaped gardens. planted with 
1200 rare (and not so rare) trees. 
The facilities were to be expanded 
to include a dairy and fish hatchery, 
as supplements to the athletic 
facilities which at the time included 
tennis courts, croquet plots, archery 




The railroad 'robber barons" were 
men who did business in a manner 
that displeased more than a few. 
Known plots against the Big Four. who 
were often attached through their 
holdings, can be documented. Other 
schemes aimed at crippling the "rob-
ber barons" are only alleged, with 
time obscuring the facts. 
Regardless. the Hotel Del Monte 
was destined to be reduced to ashes 
twice, with the men's club house burn-
ed to the ground in another holocaust 
and at least one known robbery plan-
ned by bandit-raiders, a plot foiled by 
a wild west style shootout. 
The first fire to raze the Hotel Del 
Monte. a predominantely wooden 
structure struck in the wee hours of 
April 1, 1887. By dawn nothing. but 
ashes, remained of the "Grande Dame 
of America." 
While a hotel housekeeper believed 
the fire broke out in the Chinese 
employees' dining room, she told of 
warning these workers of their 
carelessness with matches and claim-
ed she has moved gas brackets away 
from the walls. others felt differently. 
ARSONIST CLAIMED 
Disgruntled employee E.T.M. Sim-
mons, the hotel's demoted manager, 
who expected to be fired by his 
replacement, George Schonewald, 
was tried for arson. 
Circumstantial evidence against 
Simmons was vast and varied. So 
varied in fact that a jury. after listen-
ing to four days of testimony, took only 
seven minutes to find Simmons not 
guilty. The trial took place in Salinas 
with most the the witnesses against 
Simmons employees of either Pacific 
Improvement or Southern Pacific. 
Still arson does seem to be at the 
root of the Del Monte's first fire, since 
the old hotel's sprinkler and 
firefighting systems had been 
rendered useless through sabotage. 
Investigation revealed that plugs to 
central fire mains has been removed 
and that the eastern hotel grounds 
were flooded. The removed plugs 
dropped water pressure so low that 
firefighters could only throw water a 
scant 12 feet with a 200 pound system 
designed to throw a 3-inch stream 
over a distance of 50 feet. 
The fire was discovered shortly 
after 11 p.m., March 31, 1887. By 3 
a.m. April 1. 1887 it was all over. 
Outright losses attributed to the fire 
ranged up to a million four hundred 
thousand dollars. No loss of life was 
attributed to the blaze. 
SECOND HOTEL 
Pacific Improvement announced the 
day of the fire that the hotel would be 
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rebuilt. Southern Pacific, still under 
the direction of P.I .. faced a loss of 
over 26 thousand dollars monthly in 
uncollected fares. The railroad men 
who had built the original Del Monte. 
were well aware that the hotel was a 
very profitable investment. 
The second Hotel Del Monte rose 
promptly on the site where its 
predecessor stood. it retained the 
same basic design, that of a large cen-
tral building, but added rambling 
wings. It was more splendjd than 
before and was completed and ready 
for occupancy by the start of 1888. 
Again Charles Crocker's name headed 
the register. 
The enemies of Pacific Improve-
ment were not idle. Desperadoes Chris 
Evans and John Sontag, both nursing 
grudges against Southern Pacific 
formed a partnership based on the 
premise that the railroad should pay 
... and pay plenty ... for its past wrongs. 
Evans' differences with the 
Southern Pacific were based on a pro-
perty dispute between his in-laws and 
the railroad company, while Sontag 
hated the company for alleged poor 
treatment at the SP's hospital follow-
ing a back injury he received while 
employed as a brakeman. 
After Railroad detectives increased 
vigilance on Southern Pacific trains 
moving through the San Joaquin 
Valley following Evans'/Sontags' suc-
cessful holdups, Evans Oaying low) 
and his wife and children spent a 
week in Monterey. where they visited 
all of the tourist attractions. It was the 
fall of 1891 and Evans learned of the 
Hotel Del Monte's affilliation with 
Southern Pacific. 
Finances giving out. Evans returned 
to his outlaw gang. Following a raid on 
Train 17 west of Fresno. the two men 
were forced into hiding. During this 
hiding period, newly recruited gang 
member Ed Morrell was sent to case 
the Del Monte. 
For two weeks Morrell played the 
role of tourist, evading the Del 
Monte's photographer. and mapping 
the interior of the hostelry. The posi-
tioning of telegraph wires, location of 
the vault and which rooms were used 
for wealthy guests received special at-
tention. 
Evans/Sontag planned lo raid the 
hotel at the height of the next gala 
social function. It was the summer of 
1892. Heavily armed members of the 
gang were to register as guests and on 
signal cut every communications wire. 
Plunder of the Grande Dame was to 
be the order of the day. 
FATE TURNS A HAND 
The shoot out at Stone Corral, near 
what is now Yettem, Ca. ended the 
plot. A posse waiting in ambush 
wounded both Evans and Sontag. Son-
tag died in custody and Evans was left 
suffering from shattered arms and 
....................... --------------~~-
loss of an eye. Evans was convicted of 
murder. but was freed by Morrell. 
Then in February 1894, a faJce 
message brought the two to Lhe Evans 
family residence in Visalia. There 
both surrendered to law officers. the 
raid on the Del Monte planned but 
never completed. 
Doing business briskJy. Pacific lm-
provement Company's peninsula 
resort continued to grow, gaining in-
ternational repute. Anyone that was 
anyone flocked to the hotel for their 
vacation. 
Andrew Carnegie. President Ben-
jamin Harrison, and later President 
Theodore Roosevelt appeared on the 
guest register. 
During this period of time the Del 
Monte canned food line appeared. The 
Oakland Preserving Company design-
ed the label in honor of its favored 
customer, the hotel. The original label 
appeared sometime between 1890 and 
1895. 
The Del Monte Golf Course was con-
structed in 1897. the first in California 
and believed lo be the second or third 
in the United States. As golf swept the 
United States. development of the Del 
Monte as a sports and social center 
picked up momentum. 
MEN'S CLUBHOUSE BLAZE 
Fire, ever the Del Monte's enemy, 
took the men's club house in April of 
1900. The Monterey Fire Department. 
unable to contain the flames, turned to 
saving what they could. The fire-
fighters were later commended for 
saving $20,000 worth of spirits stored 
in the club house ce!Jer. 
In 1908 a log cabin was built near 
the 18th green in Pebble Beach, as a 
place to serve meals to golfers. In 
1912 cottages were built adjacent to 
the cabin, starting Pacific Improve-
ment's Del Monte Lodge. 
NEW ERA 
War in Europe introduced a new 
tempo to the Del Monte and as 
economic expansion slowed, Pacific 
lmprovement sought new managerial 
talent. In that search Samual F. B. 
Morse, a grand nephew of the inven-
tor of the telegraph. was given the ad-
ditional responsibilities of manager of 
the Pacific Improvement Company. At 
the time he was manager of the 
Merced-based Crocker-Huffman Land 
and Water Company. With Pacific Im-
provement he was tasked to liquidate 
the company's holdings. 
While selling off Pacific Improve-
ment's holdings, Morse envisioned his 
own version of the Hotel Del Monte. In 
1919 he and associates formed the Del 
Monte Properties company and pur-
chased all of the assets of the Pacific 
Improvement company on the 
Monterey Peninsula. These holdings 
included the Del Monte, Del Monte 
Lodge at Pebble Beach, the Monterey 
County Water Works, 20,000 acres of 
land and a sand plant. 
Morse's managerial skills put new 
life into the Del Monte and soon the 
hotel was again "the place to be." The 
mobility offered to Americans by the 
automobile which had caused some of 
the demise of the hotel was now used 
to enhance Morse's business in-
vestments. 
FIRE AGAIN 
On October 24, 1924 fire was again 
to strike at the resort, destroying the 
central section of the hostelry. The 
fire, of undetermined origin, broke out 
at 3:30 a.m .. in the tower above the 
hotel's entrance. The orchestra, still 
playing for robust dancers. is credited 
with spreading the alarm to the 700 
guests. 
Again firefighters were not able to 
contain the blaze. but were able to 
save the kitchen area and hotel wings 
by dynamiting the corridors leading to 
them. There were no confirmed 
reports of serious injury. 
Faulty bricks. sound for 36 years. 
used in the building's flues were blam-
ed for the holocaust. 
Teddy Roo-lt 
FROM THE ASHES 
GRANDEUR 
Morse immediately began 
rebuilding with an eye for an even 
grandeur hotel. Construction costs 
reached two and a half million dollars 
when the new building was opened on 
may 8, 1926. The bey-day of the Hotel 
Del Monte had started. 
Moustached comedians in funny 
shoes, sex symbols of the silver screen 
skinny dipping in the Roman Plunge 
(swim.ming pool), world championship 
athletic competition, Kings. PresidentR 
and Mr. and Mrs. America all flocked 
to the Del Monte. 
The interior of the Del Monte was 
lavish. Original works of art and 
murals decorated the walls. One. a 
mural of the Monterey Peninsula by 
Francis McComas. is unique in that it 
reflects the artist's sense of justice. 
Mccomas. a man who enjoyed his 
spirits. was once jailed by the 
temperance minded authorities of 
Pacific Grove. Outraged by Pacific 
Grove's handling of the matter. Mc-
comas refused to include the com-
munity on his mural. 
Other artists represented include 
pieces by Frelinad Burgdorff and Jo 
Mora. 
Surviving each of its previous set-
backs. the Del Monte's playground life 
style was coming to an end. global war 
loomed in Europe. 
ENTER THE NAVY 
The Del Monte struggled through 
the first year of American involve-
ment in World War II. but in late 1942 
threw in the towel. Offering the hotel 
to both the Army and Navy, the Navy 
took the Del Monte's management up 
on the deal, opening a pre-llight school 
on the grounds in February 1943. The 
Navy lease contained an option to buy. 
Following the war, Congress authoriz-
ed the purchase of the hotel and 600 
acres of the grounds for just under 13 
million. 
The Naval Postgraduate School 
originally started in 1909 as a depart-
ment of the Naval Academy in An-
napolis. There it operated until 1951 
when it moved to Monterey and set up 
operation in the Hotel Del Monte. 
PRESSING ONWARD 
Operation of the Del Monte as a 
postgraduate school has not reduced 
the hotel's position in history. but has 
enhanced it. Seven of America's 
spacemen are graduates of the 
postgraduate school. for example. 
Daily research, that will eventually af-
fect every American, if not every per-
son on earth. is done on campus by of-
ficers of the armed forces, civilian 
employees of the defense department 
and officers of the armed forces of 
U.S. allies. 
Curricula offered at the school 
ranges from weather forecast 
research, to weapons research. In its 
present day surroundings, the spirit of 
the Del Monte is unchanged as men 
and women still find its high ceilings 
and long corridors ever fascinating. 
Today, however. an enviable part of 
the fascination is contained within the 
postgraduate school's simple but am-





Housing Office - Telephone (Com-
mercial) (408} 646-2321 and (Autovon) 
878-2321 
The Monterey Peninsula is a fast 
growing resort area with three large 
military installations: The Naval 
Postgraduate School. Ft. Ord. and the 
Defense Language Institute. Their 
combined population personnel, mak-
ing the military a "major industry" 
here. 
All three installations have ex-
perienced some growth in recent 
years, but unfortunately efforts to pro-
vide government housing have not ful-
ly met demands. As a result, private 
rentals have been at a premium for 
more than a decade. 
PUBLIC QUARTERS 
There are 877 Public Quarters in La 
Mesa Village. located one-and-a-ball 
miles form the Naval Postgraduate 
School campus. An additional 130 
quarters available for assignment to 
eligible enlisted personnel are located 
at Fort Ord. approximately 5 miles 
from the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Assignment to these quarters is coor-
dinated through La Mesa Village 
Housing Office. 
Application for Navy housing must 
be accompanied by a copy of orders. 
Control data for placement on the 
waiting list is based upon the date of 
detachment from the previous duty 
station. provided advance application 
is made prior to detachment date and 
the date of detachment is confirmed 
within 10 days of arrival in the area. 
Mail the completed Application for 
Military Family Housing and a copy of 
your orders to: 
Superintendent (Code 43H} 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Monterey, California 93940 
Separate waiting lists are maintain-
ed by grade categories and family size 
but not for specific types of quarters. 
i.e.. Capehart, Wherry or Funded. 
Separate waiting lists for 2. 3 and 4 
bedroom requirements are maintain-
ed within each of the following 
categories: Senior Officer - Com-
mander or Lieutenant Commander; 
Junior Officer - Lieutenant and below. 
including all warrant officer, eligible 
enlisted - E9 to E4. 
The minimum number of bedrooms 
to be assigned. based upon family size, 
will be: 
Couple 




Couple and 2 children. same sex. 
both under 1 O years 2 bedrooms 
Couple and 2 children. both over 
10 years 3 bedrooms 
Couple and 3 children 3 bedrooms 
Couple and 4 or more 
children 4 bedrooms 
Forfeiture of BAQ for these 
quarters includes all utilities except 
telephone. Kitchen ranges and 
regrigerators are provided. 
Quarters are wired for 110-volt 
washers and 220-volt dryers. Commer-
cial cable TV is available at a nominal 
cost. Outdoor TV antennas are not 
permitted. 
Pets are limited to one dog or cal for 
each sponsor occupying public 
quarters. Poultry. rabbits. rodents or 
animals other than dogs or cats are 
not permitted. 
TEMPORARY QUARTERS 
The Navy does not have temporary 
quarters available in Monterey. Guest 
Housing and Visiting Officer Quarters 
are sometimes available at Ft. Ord 
and the Presidio of Monterey. BOQ 
rooms are limited to single personnel. 
Because the Monterey Peninsula is 
a resort area, advance reservations 
for motels are advisable. particularly 
during the summer months. Rates 
range from moderate to high. 
PRIVATE RENTALS 
The Peninsula is a high rent area. 
Basic rentals average: 1 bedroom 
-$275-$325, 2 bedrooms - $350 to 
$500; 3 bedrooms - $450 to $660; 4 
bedrooms - $550 up. Add $50 to $100 
a month for utilities. All incoming 
military personnel are required to 
report to the Housing Referral Office 
at Fort Ord (242-2437), prior to 
negotiating for private housing. Cur-
rent listings of rentals and sales mey 
be reviewed personally; this informa-
tion is not given by telephone or cor-
respondence. 
Unless a lease contains a clause 
which provides for early termination 
under the Soldiers' end Sailors' Civil 
Relief Act, there is no protection what-
soever against liability to e landlord 
for damages incurred by him due to 
early termination of a lease by the te-
nant. U you desire to rent in the local 
community. you are urged to check the 
lease with the Postgraduate School 
Legal Officer before you sign it. A so-
called "military clause," or any 
similar clause, should be included in 
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HOUSEHOLD GOODS 
The Personal Property Office at the 
Naval Postgraduate School bandies 
household good shipments to and from 
the Monterey area for Navy. Marine 
Corps and Coast Guard personnel. The 
commercial number is (408) 646-2151; 
the Autovon number is 878-2151. The 
Naval Postgraduate School HHG Of-
fice is located in Building 221. East 
Wing. Herrmann Hall. Room E-107 A. 
Office hours for "walk-in" customers 
are 0900-1500 Monday through Fri-
day. Shipments for Army and Air 
Force personnel are handled by Fort 
Ord. The commercial number is (408) 
242-2408/4113; the Autovon number is 
929-240814113. The Fort Ord HHG Of-
fice is located in Building 2798. Office 
hours for "walk in" customers are 
0730-1200 and 1245-1530 Monday 
through Friday. When Autovon is not 
available and urgent communication 
concerning a shipment Is necessary, 
the HHG Office will accept collect 
calls from the member or spouse. 
It is suggested you call the ap-
propriate HHG Office as soon as you 
arrive on the Monterey Peninsula. Do 
not wait until you have found perms-
Type Q-3: 
nent housing or until you have 
reported for duty. Your early call may 
help expedite delivery of your ship-
ment and help avoid unnecessary 
storage expenses. Avoiding temporary 
storage also reduces extra handling, 
thereby decreasing the chances of 
damage to your goods. 
Delivery and unpacking services 
are normally available Monday 
through Friday. You are responsible 
for ma.king delivery arrangements 
with the HHG Office. Please make cer-
tain that the delivery address you give 
is correct. If the carrier tries to 
deliver on the date you select and you 
or your authorized representative are 
not present. you will be charged for 
waiting time and redelivery costs. 
1f you discover items have been 
damaged during the move, please 
notify the HHG Office as soon as possi-
ble. The carrier is not liable for 
damages to items not unpacked by the 
carrier unless notification in writing 
is made within 45 days. Failure to pro-
perly report all damaged or missing 
items promptly will result in a reduc-
tion of the amount the Government 
will pay on your claim. 
If you do not have a residence 
available on the day your shipment ar-
rives in Monterey, your shipment will 
be placed in temporary storage with 
local agents. All military personnel 
moving under PCS orders are 
authorized a total of 90 days tem-
porarylintransit storage at Govern-
ment expense. If you are unable to ac-
cept delivery of your shipment within 
this time frame, contact the ap-
propriate HHG Officer for informa-
tion concerning an extension of the 
storage period. The Fort Ord HHG Of-
fice handles temporary storage for all 
Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard 
personnel. 
Generally. personnel assigned to 
Government quarters are eligible for 
non-temporary storage, at Govern-
ment expense. for those HHG items 
which cannot be utilized in Govern-
ment housing. An exception to this 
eligibility applies to personnel who 
have exceeded their authorized 
weight allowance. Details regarding 
excess weight storage are available at 
the appropriate HHG Office. All per-
sonnel who reside in Army housing, 
regardless of military branch, are ser-
viced by the Fort Ord HHG Office for 
local non-temporary storage. All per-
sonnel who reside in Navy housing. 
regardless of military branch, are sei--
viced by the Naval Postgraduate 
School HHG Office for non-temporary 
storage. Personnel who elect to reside 
in private housing are not entitled to 
non-temporary storage at Government 
expense. 
In the event that permanent housing 
is not immediately available upon ar-
rival in the area, contact the HHG Of-
fice handling your shipment for infor-
mation on partial delivery to a tem-
porary address. 
A Housing Application is located on 
the last yellow page of this guide. 
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL EMERGENCY AND 
IMPORT ANf PHONE NUMBERS 
EMERGENCY 
NPS Security Police ........................ 646-2555 
NPS Fire Department. ...................... 646-2333 
Ambulance or OFF Station Emergencies ............ 911 
FORT ORD Hospital 
Emergency & Poison C.Ontrol .......... 242-7631/2020 
Army Health Clinic, Presidio ................. 242-8674 
NPS Dental ............................... 646-2477 
NPS Information/Operator .................. 646-2411 
NPS Duty Officer .......................... 646-2441 
Fleet Numerical Duty Officer ................ 646-2137 
NPS Public Worb Emergency/Service Calls .... 646-2526 
Naval C.Ommunications Center ............... 646-2020 
IMPORT ANf NUMBERS 
American Red Cross Field Director ........... 242-7801 
Army Hospital Information .................. 242-7651 
BEQ/BOQ (UPH) Office ..................... 646-2060 
Chaplains Office (Catholic) .................. 646-2242 
Chaplains Office (Protestant) .............. . . 646-2241 
Chief Master-at-Arms ...................... 646-2436 
Child Care Center ......................... 646-2734 
CA>ast Guard Station, Monterey ............... 375-2278 
C.Ommissioned Officers' & Faculty Club ........ 372-1339 
Curricular Officer: 
Operations Research/Systems Analysis ........ 646-2786 
Aeronatical Engineering ........ . ........... 646-2491 
Electronics & CA>mmunications ............... 646-2056 
Weapons Engineering & Antisubmarine Watfare 646-2116 
The key to survival in the Monterey area is simple, pro-
vided that you have the desire to celebrate and enjoy one of 
the most beautiful sections of the California coastline. 
Seasonal changes on the peninsula blend as naturally as 
the grains of sand in an hourglass, but the hourglass for 
Monterey seasons is about six to eight weeks after the rest 
of the continent. The summer months here are late August 
to November and foggy mornings are a daily event year 
round. 
Mf.llly find that a sweater or light jacket will provide am-
ple warmth in the mornings and evenings from March to 
November. After Thanksgiving it's time to break out the 
38 
Naval Engineering ......................... 646-2033 
Environmental Sciences .................... 646-2044 
Administrative Sciences .................... 646-2536 
C.Omputer Technology ...................... 646-217 4 
Naval Intelligence/National Security Affairs .... 646-2228 
C.Ommand, C.Ontrol & C.Ommunications ......... 646-2772 
Defense Language Institute 
(Marine C.Orps Liaison) ................... 242-8407 
Defense Language Institute (Navy Liaison) ...... 242-8213 
Disbursing/PSD ........................... 646-2746 
Drug Awareness Officer .................... 646-2023 
Enlisted Mess Open ........................ 646-2358 
Gymnasium .... . ......................... 646-3118 
Housing Officer, La Mesa Housing ............ 646-2321 
Housing Referral Office , Ft. Ord ......... 242-6344/231 7 
Library (NPS) ............................. 646-2341 
Marine C.Orps Representative (NPS) ........... 646-2401 
Master Chief Petty Officer of the C.Ommand .... 646-2358 
Medical Records Office, Navy & Marine C.Orps .. 242-8607 
Military Police, Ft. Ord ..................... 242-2251 
Naval Reserve Center, Pacific Grove .......... 372-0582 
Naval Security Group Detachment 
Monterey, Presidio ...................... 242-8213 
Navy Exchange Information ................. 373-3737 
Navy Relief Society ........................ 373-7665 
Point Sur Naval Facility ..................... 624-2761 
Public Affairs Office ..................... 646-2023/4 
Quarterdeck ............................. 646-2441 
Recreation Department ................... 646-2466/7 
Registrar ................................ 646-2591 
The NPS Autovon prefix is 878. 
The Ft. Ord Autovon Prefix is 929. 
winter apparel and brave the 30's to 40's until early 
March. 
Perhaps the most important thing to remember about the 
Monterey area is the fact that in the event of an emergency 
(a life dangering occurence) help is a word spelled 911; 
these three numbers will put you in contact with the ap-
propriate agency for your emergency. If you are on station 
at the Naval Postgraduate School. Naval Annex or Navy 
Housing dial 646-2441. 
This sheet of your guide book is designed to be pulled out 
and kept by the phone. 
jot down those numbers ... 
And we've got the perfect place for them right here! Let us help you Keep 1t all together by using 
your directory as a handy reference book as well as a shopping & buying guide too. 
NAME AND ADDA ESS AREA CODE TELEPHONE NUMBER 
39 
j'\_ american auto rental 
~ & SALES COMPANY, INC. 
RENTAL 
• Free Prc k-Up • Special M onthly NPGS Rates 
• On N P S Preferred Ust • Maior Credit Cards or Cash 
• Low est Rates on Peninsula • Sedan. Van & Wagons 
AS • Call Collect for Reservations 
Lrs' 8. 88 DA y PLUS MILEAGE PRICE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
801 Airport Rd . .... . . . .... . . .. .... .. 649-1611 
or 
Airport Terminal ... . .... .. ........ . . 649-0200 
Anchors Aweigh. 
Damn The Torpedoes. 
Full Speed Ahead. To 
Retired Commander And'/_ .---_......._ ____ _ 
Mrs. Dersbam·s 
• l 7~~ ~"' A'>'f'~-<Q ~"~ 
Beachcomber Inn 
AND RESTAURANT 
.. The Inn a t Asilomar State Beach .. 
Scenic Highwa y 68 a t Asilomar Avenue 
POST OFFICE BOX 241 
PEBBLE BEACH, CALIFORNIA 93953 
(408) 375-7187 
INQUIRE ABOUT OUR MILITARY DISCOUNT. 
(800) 453-4511 
U S ED CAR SALES 
VISIT OUR LARGE USED CAR DEPT. 
LARGE SELECTION OF LATE MODEL 
FORMER RENT AL CARS • INCLUDING SOME 
PRICED AS LOW AS $700.00 
Hours: 8 AM to 5 PM Weekdays 
8 AM to Noon Saturday 
801 Airport Rd . . . .. . . ..... ...... . . . . 649-1611 
• ...... ., t!Jt 0 T E 11111·5'·= .. .IN M N ER Y 
'•-..~ AND 60 LOCATIONS 
AROUND THE WORLD ••• 
SAVINGS 
GENEROUS QUARTERLY DIVIDENDS 0 
SHARES insuccd lo SI00.000 per member, wi th 
com plimcnrary life savings insurance in addition. 
INDI VIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS . . . 
tax sheltered retirement savings plans. 
SHARE CERT IFIC ATE ACCOUNTS paying higher 
dividends on l -. 2-, and .3-ycar cl!rrificatcs in Sl ,000 
minimums. 
LOANS 
0 AT ATTRACTI VE RAT ES ... with com plimentary 
loan pro tection life insurance to Sl0,000 on con 
sumer loans. 
NAVY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
NCUA 
Room 021 A Herrmann Hall 
Telephone: 373-2725 
Open Mon. Pri. 0800 1630 
G) l--LENOER 
Nielsen Bros. Market, Inc. 
Groceries • Fruits 
Vegetables • Meats • Liquors 
Home Delivery Underground Parking 
7th & San Carlos, Carmel • 624-6441 
Meat Department • 624-6263 
OPEN 8 to 8 EVERYDAY 
- ................. ----------------~~ _J 








Like it or not, you can't always be at 
your duty station on payday. Which means 
you might find yourself in a 1am when 
you've got to deposit your check. 
That's why there's SurePay from 
Bank of America - a direct deposit payroll 
service to help keep you afloat 
You may know it by such names as Jumps 
or PDQ But whatever you call it, SurePay puts 
your money m the bank-so you don't have to. 
Even if you're never away from your duty 
station, SurePay saves waiting m lme, 
or rushing to make 
bank hours. 
And speaking of savings, you can have 
~~~:-= your pay sent either to a checking 
Ci:.f or savmgs account. Or with 
Bank of America's Money 
Transfer Service, you can 
have your SurePay deposit 
spht between your checking 
and savmgs accounts. And Savings Over-
draft Coverage may be available if you need it. 
So stop in at your fmance or disbursing 
office and have SurePay automatically put your 
· money in the bank 
Because you never know m 
;;~OK~~ ~n~t ~a~; CA . 




AIRLINE TICKET AGENCIES - APARTMENTS 
Military llVlL POSTIBIDUITI SGBOOL 
"YILLOW Pllll" 
"Yellow Pages" 
The appearance of advertisements in this publication does not constitute an endorse-
ment by the Department of the Navy. Everything advertised in this publication must 
be made available for purchase, use, or f)atronage without regard to the race, creed, 
color, national origin, or sex of the purchaser, user, or patron. A confirmed violation 
or rejection of this policy of equal opportunities by an advertiser will result in refusal to 
print advertising from that source. 
Cirtderella Wouldxtt 
Have ~eded A 
Fairy Godntothei 





She could have found 
whatever s he needed. 
So can you. 
'1-s-C_H_E_D_U_L_E_D_A_l_R_L_IN_E_S__.•.....,..a,~. 
TICKET OFFICE 
Representing the Scheduled Airlines of the U.S.A. 
Air Carriers Representation conveniently located 
at NPS for the use of the Military, Civilians 
and their dependents. 
East Wing, Herrmann Hall 
Naval Postgraduate School 
649-8621 
LONE OAK MOTEL 
WEEKLY · MONTHLY • OFF SEASON RATES 
222I Fremont Blvd 
Airline Ticket Agencies 
SATO 
ONE, TWO, THREE ROOM COTIAGES 
FULLY FURNISHED 
CABLE COLOR T.V. 
(408) 372·4924 Monterey 
East Wing. Herrmann Hall, Naval Post Grad. School, 
MONTEREY . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 649-8621 Deltona 
See our ad this Classification 
Answering Service· Telephone 
See . Telephone Answering Service 
Apartments 
Lone Oak Motel 
2221 Fremont Blvd., MONTEREY ................. 372·4924 
See our ad this Classlflcatlon 
C Blake Publlahlng Company 1981 
FLORIDA 
LAND OF THREE SEASONS 
Retire to the Sun! Short 35 minute drive on 1-4 
to the Orlando Naval Training Base. Fi~h, swim, 
golf and enjoy retirement living. 
Write For free Brochure 
DELTONA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
P.O. BOX 152 DELTONA, FLORIDA 32725 
1 
APPRAISERS· JEWELRY - AUTOMOBILE PARTS & SUPPLIES · NEW 
AUTO BODY & PAINT J &J REFINISHING 
801 AIRPORT RD. - BLDG. #8 
Free Estimates 
• DOMESTIC • FOREIGN 
• CUSTOM PAINfING • PlN STRIPING 
• RESTORATION WORK 
• MOTOR HOME REPAIR• RUST REPAIR 
• MECHANIC ON DUTY 
Insurance Estimates Accepted 
I 372-0998 I 
Reasonable Prices • Top Quality Worl< By Professionals 
predlltOrl 
FCIIBTGN AUTO PARTS 
Discounts to Military 
Ramnufacturod WJ fJlgines 
• E>Ccbango • 
Slot Bocks & C,m1Jlete ~ 
For All lmportlXi Cars 
Parts & Accessories for All Imported Cars Your local Beck Arnlty 
foreign car pans can/er 600 E. Franklin St., 
Monterey, CA 93940 
Appraisers · Jewelry 
Picard Bienenfeld Jewelry Salon 
[ 408) 373-7781 
7th & Dolores, CARM EL . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... 624·1 422 
See our ad Outside Back Cover 
--------------------. Automobile Body Repairing & Painting 





Everything for Your Car Since 1953 
MONTEREY AUTO SUPPLY 
& MACHINE SHOP 
451 Washington St. Monterey, Calif. 
J & J Auto Body & Paint Refinishing 
801 Airport Ad., Bldg# 8. MONTEREY. 372·0998 
See our ad this Classification 
Automobile Parts & Supplies · New 
Monterey Auto Supply 
451 Washington St., MONTEREY .. . . . . . . . . . . .372-4553 
See our ad this Classification 
Precision Foreign Auto Parts 
600 E. Franklin St., MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . . .373-7781 
See our ad this Classification 
Open 8 • 5:30 Mon. - Fri. lllH 312-4553 United Auto · Sweet Service Co. 
2 
Sat. 8 · 1:00 435 Washington. MONTEREY . . • . . • . . . .373-4471 
1121 Forest Ave., PACIFIC GROVE . . • • . • • . . • . .372·5887 
See our ad this Classification 
UHITED AUTO •• SWEET SERVICE CO. 






Phone: 3 7 3-44 71 
Sat. 8:00 · 12:00 
ELECTRICAL - CARBURETOR -
BATIERIES - SHOCK ABSORBERS 
Both Stores 
Mon. thru Fri. 8:00 · 5:00 
1121 Forest Ave. 
Pacific Grove 
Phone: 372-5887 
Sat. 8:00 - 5:00 
Haval Postgraduate School 
''Yellow Pages·· 
reach EVERYO"E 
Blake Publishing Comp1ny 1981 
___. ............ --------------~~~~-






MONTEREY PENINSULA AIRPORT 
Administration Building - 373-6121 
• 
1000 Aguaj1to in the 
HILTON RESORT INN 
Just below Monterey Peninsula College 
Monterey, California 93940 - 373-2432 
• 
Over 1600 wo rldwide locations in the United States, 
Canada, Mexico, Europe, the Mid East and Africa 
Automobile Renting & Leasing 
American Auto Rental 
801 Airport Rd., MONTEREY . . ...... 649-1611 
See our ad Map Section 
Dollar Rent-A-Car 
Monterey Peninsula Airport . . . . . . ........... 373-6121 
Hiiton Resort Inn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 373-2432 
See our ad this Classification 
National Car Rental 
Monterey Airport . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 373-4181 
Downtown · DOUBLETREE . . ............... 373-2002 
See our ad this Classification 
Automobile Repairing & Service 
AAMCO Transmissions 
1925 Del Monte Blvd., SEASIDE . . . . ...... 394-8515 
See our ad this Classification 
K & H Auto Repair 
1943 Del Monte Blvd . SEASIDE . . ...•... 899-4152 
See our ad this Classlflcatlon, Next Page 
Orville's Auto Repair 
1175 Fremont, SEASIDE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 394-3722 
See our ad this Classification, Next Page 
Before you go shopping, look in the ... 
Naval Postgraduate School 
"Yellow Pages" 
Cl Blake P\lbllahlng Company 1981 
•lional Car Rental's 
Military Strategy ••• 
SPECIAL DOD RATES 






Ooubletree Inn Lobby 
National Car Rental 
World's Largest 
Transmission Specialists 
OVER 800 DEALERS READY TO SERVE YOU COAST TO COAST 
FREE 
MULTI-CHECK: 19-POINT TEST 
CHECKS FLUID, DRIVING AND 
OPERATING CONDITIONS 
FREE TOWING 
FREE ROAD TEST 
One Day Service 
(IN MOST CASES) 
FINANCING ARRANGED 
ON APPROVED CREDIT 
FOREIGN CARS & RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
SEASIDE 
1925 Del Monte Blvd. 
394-8515 
Call Anytime Weekends Too! 
3 
4 
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRING & SERVICE - BANKS 
K & H AUTO REPAIR 
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC 
• TUNE-UPS • BRAKES 
• CARBURETORS • STARTERS 
• AIR CONDITIONING • GENERATORS 
• ENGINE OVERHAULS 
- OPEN MON. thru SAT. -
THE HOME FOR HAPl'Y MOTORING· IMPORTS & DOMESTIC ~ 899-4152 
1943 DEL MONTE BLVD., SEASIDE 
O'Wilte'~ AUTO REPAIR 
Foreign and Domestic 
• Tune-Ups/Major & Minor 
• Air Conditioning Service 
•Automatic Transmissions 
• Brakes Complete 
• Wheel Alignment 
• Steam Cleaning 
394-3722 
Dealer 
1175 FREMONT SEASIDE 
~ace Uplt"tJtee11 
AUTO • FURNITURE 
422-1321 
IN SALINAS 
635 S. SANBORN #12 
Located In The 
Agriculture Business 
Center 
Support The Advertisers 
In The 




advertising in the 
NPS 
"Yellow Pages" 
(unless you want 
more business). 
~ 
Automobile Seat Covers, Tops & Upholstery 
Wallace Upholstery 
635 S. Sanborn# 12. SALINAS • . . • • . . . . . . . • . 422·1321 
See our ad this Classification 
Banks 
Bank Of America 
Herrmann Hall · NPGS, 482 Alvarado SI. 
MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 649-8811 
See our ad this Classification, Next Page 
Bank of America 
Naval Post Graduate Facility, Herrmann Hall, MONTEREY 
See our ad Map Section 
•••d 
lomethlntf 
Stop & Look 




e Blake Publtshmg Company 1981 
BANKS 
When it comes to military banking, 
depend on us to cover the bases. 
We' re Bank of America And if you're tired of 
changing banks every time you change bases. change 
to us. For good Because with over 1.000 branches 
in California and 49 facilities on military bases both 
here and overseas, you won't have to go out of your 
way to find us 
Besides this extra convenience. Bank of America 
offers you many key banking services including 
loans. checking, savings and BankAmerica Travelers 
Cheques And 1f you're transferred out of California, 
you can take advantage of our handy bank-by-mail 
service We're always as close as your nearest 
mailbox Even if that mailbox happens to be halfway 
around the world 
For more information, stop by your on-base Bank 
of America branch or facility And relax. Because. when 
it comes to banking, we've got the bases covered 
1649-8811 I 
MAIN OFFICE 
482 ALVARADO ST. 
Cl Blake Publlahlng Company 1981 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL FACILITY 
HERMANN HALL 
5 
BEAUTY SALONS - CARPET & RUG CLEANERS 
224 LIGHTHOUSE AVE. - MONTEREY 
Se Habla Espanol 
384-9311 
265·0 Carmel Marina 
WAYNE'S COLLEGE OF BEAUTY 
Nationally Accredited & Approved For Veterans 
Federal Grants & Loans BEOG, ROP 
STUDENT 
W01{1( ONLY: pt>. 42.4-5454 
917 N MAIN, SALINAS 
rri SnerwOOd Gardens 
Shoppmg Center 
~ MONTEREY 81BLE0 soOK sioRE m~ 
m BIBLES · BOOKS & SUPPLIES · GIFTS • MUSIC · CARDS ~ ~ THE ATKINS FAM/l Y m 
m ~ ~ MON.·SAT. m 
m I 0 to 5:30 rn ~ 487 ALVARDO ST. (DOWNTOWN) rn1· 
ill MON!EREY~ CA 93!40 
13 
Ph. !08-37~-648713m 
Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning 
3 Cleaning 3 Different Systems at Prices " One Call Cleans The m All" 
• Shampoo • Steam • Showcase • • Carpers • Upholslery 
·A Servpto txclusive for ••c~p1lonally 
solk-d rugs and car~•~ 
• DraperiH Dry Cleaned 
( .. tthour Rtmova~ 
• Walls • Floors 
• WJndO\NS 
24 HR SERVICE 
649-1431 
469 Pacific Sr. Monrerty 
...._....,...-..~~FERHfiHDEZ BMX & 10 SPEED 
EXPERT REP AIRS ON ALL MAKES/PARTS - ACCESSORIES 
Authorized Dealer For: Shogun - Puch - A.D. - Sekai 
Patterson - Robinson - G.J.S. - J.M.C. - Red Line 
OPEN 9:00-6:00 CLOSED SUNDAY RACING APPAREL 
- COSTOM MOTORCROSS BIKES BOILT TO ORDER -
Layaway & Gift Certifica tes 
394-3818 • 
1900 FREMONT BLVD. SEASIDE 
Beauty Salons Brake Service 
Dee's Beauty Care 
224 Lighthouse Ave., MONTEREY ................ 372-2171 
See our ad this Classification 
Jolie Coiffures 
265·D Carmel Ave., MARINA . .. . . . . . . ...... .. 384-9311 
See our ad this Classification 
Beauty Schools 
Wayne's College of Beauty 
917 N. Main, SALINAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 424-5454 
See our ad this Classification 
Bicycles • Dealers 
Fernandez BMX & 10 Speed 
1900 Fremont Blvd., SEASIDE ................... 394-3818 
See our ad this Classlf lcatlon 
Book Dealers · Retail 
Monterey Bible Book Store 
487 Alvarado St., MONTEREY ........... . . .. .... 375-6487 
See our ad this Classification 
6 
Quality Transmissions 
2019 Del Monte Blvd., SEASIDE ....... . .......... 394.4900 
See our ad at Transmissions . Automobile 
Building Materials 
Hayward Lumber & Home Supply 
Sunset Dr. & Crocker Ave., PACIFIC GROVE . 373-1326 
See our ad at Lumber · Retail 
Calculating & Adding Machines & Supplies 
Bruno's Business Machines 
1180 D Forest Ave., PACIFIC GROVE ........•• 
See our ad at Typewriters 
Carpet a. Rug Cleaners 
Servpro of Monterey 
375.4900 
469 Pacific St., MONTEREY . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . .649-1 431 
See our ad this Classlficatlon 
C Blab Publlahlng ComPllny 11181 
~ ........ -------------------~------
CARPET & RUG DEALERS · NEW - CHURCHES 
A & N FLOOR COVERING 
WALL TO WALL INSTALLATIONS AVAILABLE 
LARGE STOCK OF REMNANTS & ROLL ENDS 
MOST MAJOR BRANDS AVAILABLE 
EXPERT INSTALLA T/ON 
375-1322 • 375-3191 
601 lighthouse Ave. Monterey, CA 
lll!llllllllllllllHlllllllUlllll"Mff IN MONTEREY lll1HllllllH1lllll1UllllllUlllHI -
~EEl(CER~ -
• DAY & EVENING CLASSES • GREENWARE 
• DUNCAN PRODUCTS • SLIP & MOLDS 
• POTTER'S TOOLS & WHEELS • CUSTOM FIRING 
• KILNS & KILN REPAIR • MOIST CLAY 
. 
;: Open Monday thrv Saturday fJ i-= 
Boy's Sizes - Infant to 7 
Girl 's Sizes - Infant to 14 
210 ALVARADO MALL 
AT THE DOUBLETREE INN · DOWNTOWN 
-~ 375-8455 :c 





24 Hour Emergency Service 
Member A.C.A. Council on Nutrition 
Member A.C.A. Council on Sports Injuries ~ 1• 1 a12-1194 ~
= -  = 625-5151 ~ 1275 1 Clh St <Near the Navy SchoolJ MONTEREY = Carmel Rancho Ctr 11 CARMEL 
311r1M11111111111111n11111111111111111111111m111111111t111111111111u1111111111111111111111111niii ---------------
BETHLEHE'I LUTHERAS CHURCH OF MONTER EY 
800 ('ASS ST. 4 DOIL'IODY CT. MONTEREY 
ARNOLD G. STEINBECK 
PASTOR 
373-1523 
Carpet & Rug Dealers · New 
A & N Floor Covering 
Sunday-Bible Study For All Ages 9 00 A.M. 
Sunday-Worship & Holy Communion 10:30 a.m. 
-NURSERY CARE PROVIOEO-
MIDWEEK SCHOOL WED AFTERNOONS 
NURSERY Thru GRADE 6 
601 Lighthouse Ave .. MONTEREY ............... 375-3191 
See our ad this Classification 
Ceramic Products · Decorative 
Encee Ceramics 
1275 lOth St., MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 372-1194 
See our ad this Classification 
Children's & Infants' Wear . Retall 
Deb and Heir 
210 Alvarado Mall, MONTEREY . . ............... 375-8455 
See our ad this Classification 
Chiropractors . D.C. 
Barkalow Chiropractic Clinic 
Carmel Rancho Center II, CARMEL .... . ......... 625·5151 
See our ad this Classification 
Churches 
Bethlehem Lutheran Church of Monterey 
800 Cass St. & Dormody Ct., MONTEREY .......... 373-1523 
See our ad this Classification 
C Blake Pul>llshlng Compeny 11181 
The Naval Postgraduate 
School "Yellow Pages" 
have a storehouse 
of information. 
Use them. 
You 'll find 









CHURCHES - DAY NURSERIES & CHILD CARE 
8 
*THE ENO OF OF YOUR SEARCH FOR A 
ON THE PENINSULA PLACE TO WORSHIP ANO OROW" 
FIRST SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH 
1030 HILBY AVENUE, SEASIDE, CALIF. 93955 
Sunday Schedule 
Bible Study 9:30 AM Church Training 5:45 PM 
Mom1ng Worship I HlO AM E~enlng Worship 7:00 PM 
Wednesday Prayer Service 7:30 PM 
ALEX CAMPBELL - Pastor 
C H U RC H O F F ICE: 394.4447 
''S«v/ng To Bring Cllrlst To The G,.ater Mont.,_., Penln$ui.~ 
MISS BARBARA'S NURSERY SCHOOL 
Serving The Children ol Monta,.y Since 1967 
STATE LICENSED • COLLEGE TRAINED STAFF 
AGES 2 TO 6 FULL AND HALF DAY 
5 DA VS A WEEK 7:30 AM TO 6:00 PM 
HOT LUNCH READING READINESS 
SCIENCE • MUSIC • ART ;• ' 
WELL EQUIPPED PLAYGROUND .# ~~ 
EXCITING & INTERESTING FIELD TRIPS /~~\ 
I MONTEREYl '\, JI 
375-6738 r.,9!,J.C.~\j\d-
52 SOLEDAD DR 
THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL OFFERS YOU 
The No. 1 Spot in Monterey for Private Parties & Receptions 
Off ice rs & Faculty Enlisted Mess Open Consolidated 
Club E-1- E-9 Package Store 
For The Best In For The Best Jn Complete Line 
Atmosphere, Fine Atmosphere, Entertainment of 
Cuisine And Prices 
Herrmann Hall 
372-1339 
Apple Computer Dealer & Service Center 
A<an Computer • Texas Instruments Computer 
Hewlect·Packard Computers 
Calculators & Accessories 
Otf1ce Furniture • Classes • Full line of 
Printers, Paper & Accessories 
Data General 
-OPEN-
Mon Thru Sat 10 00-6 00 
(408) 624-7111 
~ 
- • ' 263B4CARMELRANCHOLANE 
-CARMEL-
10% Discount to M1htary 
With Proper l.D 
And Prices Beverages & Liquors 
Criscullo Hall Herrmann Hall 
646-2358 373-7511 
Churches, Cont. 
First Southern Baptrst Church 
1030 Hilby Ave .. SEASIDE . . .•......... 394-4447 
Clubs See our ad this Classlfication 
Officers & Faculty Clubs 
Herrmann Hall, NPGS, MONTEREY .......... 372-1339 
See our ad this Classillcat1on 
Computers 
Computer Place Incorporated 
26384 Carmel Rancho Lane, CARMEL.... . .... 624·7111 
See our ad this Classihcat1on 
Contact Lenses 
Kurtz, Dr Robert J 
330 Del Monte, MONTEREY ••• 372·9100 
See our ad at Optometrists • 0.0 . 
Credit Unions 
Central Coast Schools Federal Credit Union 
Serving School Employees Only 
17 E San Juaquin St (PO Drawer 239), SALINAS . 757-2941 
Monterey Federal Credit Union 
Naval Post Graduate School 
550 El Estero, Suite 100 . . . 
Presidio of Monterey, Bldg. 263 
2600 Garden Ad. West ... 





Room 021A, Herrman Hall, NPGS MONTEREY ...• 373·2725 
See our ad Map Section 
Day Nurseries & Child Care 
Miss Barbara's Nursery School 
52 Soledad Dr .. MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . . 375-6738 
See our ad this Classlficat1on 
.., Blake Pubhsh1ng Com~ny 1981 
MARINA FAMILY DENT AL PRACTICE 
Special Plan For Military Dependents, 
Veterans And Retirees 




223 REINDOLLAR AVE. MARINA 
Dentists 
Beccaclo, Ernest G., D.D.S. 
Family Practice 
11 Maple St., SALINAS . 
.424-6481 
ISHll, DEAN Y, D.D.S. & ASSOCIATES ---------
General Dentistry 
Member American Dental Association 
Since 1960 
915 Hilby Ave., SEASIDE ........................ 394·5265 
Marina Family Dental Practice 
223 Reindollar Ave .. MARINA ........ . ........ .384-6333 
See our ad this Classification 
MONTEREY PENINSULA DENTAL GROUP 
General Dentistry Doctors Benoit Breuleux. Burnett 
Devincenzi, Gleason, Inman. Kitagawa. Landon. Nardone 
Childrens· Dentistry: Doctors D Angelo, Fa1a Ill 
333 El Dorado St .. MONTEREY . . .... 373-3068 
Romie Lane Dental Group 
601 E Romie Lane# 9, SALINAS ..•... 424·2245 
See our ad this Classification 
Dentists • Orthodontists 
Auger, Robert A O.D S 
335 El Dorado St., MONTEREY . . . • . . . . . . . . . .373·3765 
1760 Freemont St .. SEASIDE . . . . . . . . . • . . .899-3761 
Gerald A. Tarsitano, D.D.S. 
335 El Dorado St., MONTEREY . . • . . . . . . . . ...... 373-3765 
26613 Carmel Center Pl. CARMEL . . • . • • . . . . 624·7244 
Norman J . Pokley. D.M.D 
335 El Dorado St., MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 373-3765 
Dressmakers 
Just for You 
663A Lighthouse Ave., PACIFIC GROVE . • ..... 373-5815 
~ee our ad at Tailors 
Employment Agencies 
Evans . Sloan Personnel Service 
431 Webster St , MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . 372·5847 
See our ad this Classification 
Fence 
Grain Fencing 
2136 Sunset Or., PACIFIC GROVE . .. . .. ..... . .. 372-0009 
See our ad this Classification 
Florists • Retail 
Peninsula Floral 
550 Lighthouse Ave., MONTEREY ..... •. .. . ... . 373·1122 
Cl Blake Publlalllng Company 1981 
DENTISTS - FLORISTS· RETAIL 
SMU JP>rruE 
STRAIGHTEN YOUR TEETH WITH 
BRACES 
Only 5500 to sg60 
(X-Aays and Retainers Extra) 
• Ex ie~ Peyment Plen Avelleble 
• Mllllery Personnel end Dependenl s Welc;ome 
• Orthodontics for All Ages • Evening Appolnlments 
• Unloo lnaurenct Plen1 Welcome 
ROMIE LANE DENTAL GROUP 
601 E. Romie Lane, Suite 9 - Salinas 424·2245 
I~ member of ~~11klf A~ttica;,,k. : C11~ 
~S-SLQ Management • Technical • ~~ ~~Secretarial• Accounting• 
Administration • Sales • 
Bookkeeping • Office • 
Sandy Evans, C.P.C. 
Pat B: Sloan, C.P .C. 
CERTIFIED PERSONNEL 
CONSULTANTS 
431 Webster Street 
Monterey, California 93940 
Telephone 372-5847 
GRfll" FE"Cl"G 
ALL TYPES FENCING • BUILT TO ORDER 
~ DOG KENNELS • ELECTRIC GATES ~ 
~ 372-0009 ~ 
2136 SUNSET DRIVE PACIFIC GROVE 
Going In 
Circles? 






GIFT SHOPS - ICE CREAM & FROZEN DESSERTS· DEALERS 
• <Viking Sails 
Distinctive Gifts 
"Interiors" - Traditional & Modern 
" We Ship Anywhere" 
AC 408-624-7029 
STH AVE 
!ASXIN-ltOSSINS ICE CitEAM STOitE 
•FOUNTAIN 
• r..., .. ,.,, .• ,.,..,,""' 
•CONES lll\ 
•HAND PACK l ) 
•DESSERTS \,, /I 
(Cakes & Pies} ......... • 
491 Alvarado, Monterey 
1100 So. Main, Salinas 









----------------..... r-------------------------, ·::~:::.:~  .::::-~~ DEE JOHN '5 
10 
"lb e~e Stwfi4" ICE CREAM PARLOR 
SPECIAL MILITARY MEMBERSHIP RATES * Hot Dogs & Links 
CALL FOR YOUR COMPLIMENTARY CLASS * Homemade Chili 
• Yoga • Dance E:itercise • Beginning 
Ballet Dance E:itercise • Jazz E:itercise 
• Mental Dieting 
375-1711 
MAGGIE EASTWOOD & 
STAFF WELCOME YOU! 
"Commitment to 
Excellence" 
AN 86-BED ACUTE CAAE HOSPITAL 
IN DOWNTOWN MONIT!\EY. 
SPECIALTY UNITS INCLUDE: 
• Intensive Core • 24 Hour Emergency l\oom 
• Coronary Core • Alcoholism Treotmenr 
Full-Port Time Positions Available for RN's-LVN's 
and Other Heohh Core Personnel 




576 Hartnell Streer. Monterey, CA 93940 
Sales will ZOOM when you advertise in the 
Naval Postaraduate School "Yellow Pases"! 
* Barbecue Beef 
FREE ONE EXTRA DIP W/ AD 
899-1313 I 
1780 B FREMONT SEASIDE L-------------------------~ 
Gift Shops 
Viking Salls 
5th Ave. at Dolores, CARMEL .. . • . . .. ........ 624 7029 
See our ad this Classlllcatlon 
Grocers · Retail 
Monte Mart 
815Canyon Del Ray, MONTEREY . , . . • . . • . . . . . . 394-6575 
Carmel Rancho Shopping Ctr . . . . ........ 624-6459 
1030 E. Allsal, SALINAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .424·0455 
See our ad Inside Back Cover 
Health Clubs 
Transitions Exercise Studio 
498 B Foam St , MONTEREY . . .............. 375-1711 
See our ad this Classification 
Home Improvement Supplies 
Hayward Lumber & Home Supply 
Sunset Dr. & Crocker Ave., PACIFIC GROVE ..... 373·1326 
See our ad at Lumber . Retail 
Hospitals 
Eskaton Monterey Hospital 
576 Hartnell St., MONTEREY . 375·2621 
See our ad this Classlfication 
Ice Cream & Frozen Desserts • Dealers 
Baskin • Robbins Ice Cream 
491 Alvarado, MONTEREY .••••••. • •.• • •. .. ... 375-9037 
1100 S. Main. SALINAS . . . . . ..••.•...•.... 424-8406 
See our ad this Classification 
Dee John's Ice Cream Parlor 
1780 B Fremont Blvd., SEASIDE .......... .. ..•.. 899·1313 
See our ad this Classlllcation 
INSURANCE - MARKETS · PUBLIC 
JEWELS ARE PRECIOUS g 
Protect Your Investment By !By cSifae't & §of~mith 
Seeing A Master Jew eler • Appraising • Custom Design 
• Missing Stones Replaced • S.z1ng • Cleaning & Polishing • Resetting • Mountings Changed 
- AU WHILE YOU WAIT 
646-1922 • Watch Repair 
125 OCEAN VIEW AVE.(IN THE AMERICAN TIN CANNERY) PACIFIC GROVE 
Cash? ~'re good for more at ... 
Beneficial. 
Do the things you want to do. buy the things you 
want to buy, you name it. We want to lend you 
the full amount you have in mind - for 
furloughs, leaves, expenses, bills, any good 
reason. Choose the payment plan you prefer. 
Apply by phone today! Account transfer service 
to any of over 2 ,000 Benefic ial offices. Ask about 
the Beneficial Income Tax Service, too. 
LOANS up to $50,000 
Homeowner loans SS.000 10 SS0.000 aecureo 
by a como.nahOll of •H I • tata and -n•I pr~ 
Beneficial Finance Co. of Northern California 
Monterey: 
541 Tyle r St. .... .. .. .. . ..... . ...... 649-8510 
Seaside: 
1988 Fremont Blvd .. .. . ......... .. .. 394-6674 
u Beneficial Finance System 
• " ·"41fd c~ ~~ 
Insurance 
Farmers Insurance 
718 Lighthouse Ave., PACIFIC GROVE ...........• 646-0262 
Jewelers· Retail 
By Z 
125 Ocean View Ave. (in American Tin Cannery) 
PACIFIC GROVE . . ........ 646-1922 
See our ad this Classification 
Picard Bienenfeld Jewelry Salon 
7th & Dolores, CARMEL . . . . .624-1422 
See our ad Outside Back Cover 
Loans 
Beneficlal Finance Co. of Northern California 
541Tyler St., MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . • . . . .... . ... 649-8510 
1988 Fremont Blvd., SEASIDE . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 394·6674 
See our ad this Classlficatlon 
C> 911119 Publiahlno Company 1981 
The Freemans - David and Wayno 




" We Specialize in Redwood Lumber" 
" We Specialize In Redwood 
Fencing And Decking" 
Also 
Railroad Ties & Hardware 
2624 El Camino Real North 
Salinas, Calif . 93907 
Office 663-2364 Home 663·3340 
QUALITY & SERVICE 
SINCE 1919 
SALINAS 
429 FRONT ST 
758-8271 
PACIFIC GROVE 
SUNSET DR & CROCKER AVE 
373-1326 
Lumber · Retail 
Freeman Lumber 
2624 El Camino Real North, SALINAS ............. 663-3340 
See our ad this Classif ication 
Hayward Lumber & Home Supply 
Sunset Dr & Crocker Ave., PACIFIC GROVE ....... 373·1326 
See our ad this Classi f ication 
Markets • Publlc 
Nielsen Bros Mkt., Inc. 
7th & San Carlos, CARMEL ... . ..... . .. . ......... 624-6441 
See our ad Map Section 
11 
MOTELS & HOTELS 
12 
In The Heart Of The Goll Capital And "Playground Of The World" (Monterey Penninsula) 
Dehghrlul room' · Complimenrary coffee Extra 1,ngrh and Ouren ~ized tx'CI~ All rnlor 
TV Heclred 5..,;mm1ng pool. Across from Oo?I Mont,• Shopping Center World f.,mou, 
17 M1:, D11•e and ex1 ellent restclurant> nearbv M ! or crcd11 o rd> 1CC•'Pi.:d 
1374 MUNRAS AVE., between Carmel and Monterey, 
take Munras A.,e, from Freeway 
RESERVATIONS: (408) 373-3252 MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 93940 
• 3 •11 Blocks South of 
Conference Center 
• 34 Quiet, large & luxury Units 
• Sundecks, Fireplaces, and 
Kitchen Units Available 
• Major Credit Cards Accepted 
707 Pacific St., Monterey 
__(J2 
··-· ·· 
IN THE HEART OF 
QUIET, HISTORICAL, 
OLD MONTEREY 
Special Rates tor Military 
• Within Walking Distance of the 
Presidio and Fisherman's Wharf 
• Color Cable TV & Direct Dial 
Phones In All Rooms 
• Conference Room 
(408) 649-6500 





CROWN DD LODGE 
An Exceptional Motel 11 
01(,...MHIP 
- ~'!~~ .... 
* AIR CONOITIONW 
* ELECTRIC HEAT 
* HEATED POOL 
* MILITARY RAHS AVAILABLE 





* COLOR CABLE TV 
* DIRECT DIAL PHONES-
ALL ROOMS * MOST CREDIT CARDS 
* REASONABLE RA TES 
*CLOSEST MOTEL TO FORT HUNTER LIGGETT 
AT BROADWAY EXIT OFF HWY. 101 (40S) 3 8 5• 5 9 21 
1130 BROADWAY - KING CITY Across from Denny's Restauranl 
Motels & Hotels 
Beachcomber Inn 
1996 Sunset Dr, PACIFIC GROVE . . • . . . . . . • . . 373-4769 
See our ad Map Section 
Suppo~CTbeseA~oeRciseRs 
in cbe fil 
Naval Post:gR.a<)aat:e Scbool ~ 
"yellow P911ft" 
Carmel Hill Motor Lodge 
1374 Munras Ave .. MONTEREY . . . . . . . ..•..... 373·3252 
See our ad this Class1f1cation 
Colton Inn 
707 Pacific St., MONTEREY . . . . . .. , . . • . . . • . . . 649-6500 
See our ad this Classification 
Crown DD Lodge 
1130 Broadway, KING CITY 
See our ad this Classiflcalion 
385-5921 
Blake Publiahong Company 1981 
• Spa · Sauna 
• Government Rates 
• Weekly Rates 
• Apartments by the Month 
• RV Space Parking 
5 MINUTES FROM P.G. SCHOOL 
PUBLIC TRANSPORTA TION 
AT MOTEL ENTRANCE 
MOTELS & HOTELS 
• Restaurant & Shopping 
Adjacent 
• Kitchenettes 
(408) 372· 7586 
2227 FREMONT ST., 
MONTEREY, CA 93940 
On Carmel Hm-------------. 
~ CREDIT CARDS 
HONORED 
936 MUNRAS AVE. 
(ON HWY. 1) 
Motels & Hotels, Cont. 
Cypress Inn of Monterey 
Owner·M1nagers 
372-5409 IF NO ANSWER CALL 646-8022 
2227 Fremont St , MONTEREY ..•........•....•.. 372-7586 
See our ad this Classification 
El Adobe Motel 
936 Munras Ave .. MONTEREY . • •.•.•••...•... 372·5409 
See our ad this Classi fication 
C> Blake Publlsh111g Company 1981 
be 
"Wise 
• 25 DELUXE INSULATED UNITS 
• KING-QUEENS- & SOME EXTRA LONGS 
• AAA APPROVED • VIEW OF THE BAY 
• FAMILY UNITS · REASONABLE RATES 
• CABLE TV. RADIOS & DIRECT DIAL PHONES 
• SUN DECK & PATIO • PETS ALLOWED 
• QUIET ·OFF THE HIGHWAY ROOMS 
• WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE TO 
RESTAURANTS & DOWNTOWN 
MONTEREY & WHARF 'A~ · 
SHOPPING IS 
EASIER 
... when you plan your 






MOTELS & HOTELS 
El Castell Motel 
~ U.uh 
MINUTES FROM NAVAL POST GRAD. SCHOOL 
47 Deluxe Units 
• Beaulif ully Furnished Rooms 
• Complimentary In Room-Coffee. 
Cocoa, Tea 
• Color T.V. & King Or Queen Beds 
In Each Room 
• Heated Swimming Pool • Sauna 
• QUEEN & DOUBLE BEDS 
• INDOOR HEATED POOL 
• COLOR CABLE TV 
• WATERBEDS AVAILABLE 
• DIRECT DIAL PHONES 
Very Special Accommodations 
For Commercial Travelers 
Direct Dial Telephones 
Free Local Calls 
Adjacent To Monterey Fairgrounds 
& 5 Restaurants 
• Therapy Pool n....~ 
• Lovely Kitchen Units • Economy Units -.;,;;,,.. zC1'a MOST MAJOR CARDS ACCEPTED 
AAA APPROVED R1W'11 rw'JK REASONABLE RA TES 
Within Walking Distance To Naval School 
2058 FREMONT ST. • MONTEREY, CA. • (408) 375-9511 
Motels & Hotels, Cont. 
"Yellow Pages" Open Doors 





El Castell Motel 
2102 Fremont St .. MONTEREY . • • . . . . . ••••• 372-8176 
See our ad this Classification 
Franciscan Inn 
2058 Fremont St ., MONTEREY . . .......... 375.9511 
See our ad this Classification 
Lone Oak Motel 
2221 Fremont, MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 372-4924 
See our ad this Classlflcatlon, Next Page 
C Blake Publishing Com~ny 1981 
MOTELS & HOTELS 
- MILITARY DISCOUNT -
WALKING DISTANCE TO 
NAVAL SCHOOL 
CONVENIENT TO SHOPPING 
AND RESTAURANTS 
FIVE MINUTES TO BEACH 
* Direct Dial Phones (Free Local Calls) 
* Color Cable T .V . 
* 1 , 2 & 3 Bedroom Cottages 
* Kitchenettes 
* Special Weekly & Monthly Rates 
* Honor Most Major Credit Cards 
- CLEAN - QUIET -
~ (408)372·4924 • 
222I FREMONT BLVD. MONTEREY, CA. 
" Bl1ke Publllhlng Company 1981 15 
MOTELS & HOTELS - MOTORCYCLES & MOTOR SCOOTERS · DEALERS 
~~L<UU;e 
1875 FREMONT BLVD.· SEASIDE, CAL. 93955 
·oNEOFntENEWESTONTHE MONTEREY PENNINSULA 
CONDOMINIUM I TOWNHOUSE LIVING AT MOTEL RATES 
40 LUXURIOUS ROOMS 
•Pool 
• Direct Dlal Phones 
•Color TV 
King & Queen Size Beds 
• Conference room - Deluxe Suites - Kitchenettes 
• Minutes to Monterey Flshennan's Wharf 
• Minutes to Carmel & 17 Mlle Drive 
408-899-4221 
For l'ftertatlon• 
Dlal Toi Free 
800-528-1234 
~ 




ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
MONTEREY /R~VE/DDIJE 
" A Merit Award Winner" 
Coffee in Rooms Heated Pools • T.V. • Phones 
675 MUNRAS AVE. (408) 373· 1876 
2 Blocks From Convention Center 
Located on Hwy. I at corner ol Fremont & Munru Sta. 
(408) 649-1020 




SPECIAL MEETING RA TES 
* FREE TO OUR GUESTS * 
Cofftt in the room, 
newsp1pers, frt'Sh fruit, 
loc•I c~ls, sn•cks & ice. 
MONTEREY 
MONTEREY'S RELAXING MOTEL 
STAGE COACH LODGE 









TWO BLOCKS FROM POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
1111 Fremont at 10th Monterey, CA 93940 




~~===:~YAMAHA SUZUKI SPORTS CENTER;:=:=::=::=::~ 
Sales • Service 
Parts • Insurance 
Motels & Hotels, Cont. 
Magic Carpet Lodge 
1875 Fremont Blvd., SEASIDE . . . . . . . . . • . .899-4221 
See our ad lh1s Classification 
Monterey Motor Lodge 
55 Camino Aquajito Rd., MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . . .372-8057 
See our ad Inside Back Cover 
Monterey Travelodge 
16 
675 Munras Ave., MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . . .... 373-1876 
See our ad this Classification 
Financing Available 
Machine Shop 
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 899-2401 
Motels & Hotels, Cont. 
Ramada Inn 
1425 Munras Ave., MONTEREY ................. 649·1020 
See our ad this Classification 
Stage Coach Lodge 
1111 Fremont At 10th, MONTEREY ............... 373-3632 
See our ad this Classification 
Motorcycles & Motor Scooters · Dealers 
Yamaha Suzuki Sports Center 
1580 Del Monte lvd., SEASIDE ................... 899-2401 
See our ad this Clasificatlon 
" Blake Publishing Company 1981 
OPTOMETRISTS • OD - REAL ESTATE 
OPTOMETRIST 
DR.ROBERTJ.KURTZ 
Eye Examinations • Regular & Soft Contact Lenses Filled 
1 
,£ I 372-9100 • 
330 Del Monte Shopping Ctr. Monterey 
EXOTIC TROPICALS & PETS 
COMPLETE LINE OF 
00 ~ 
TROPICAL FISH & PETS 0• ,, 
• <' 
- OVER 11 ,000 TROPICAL FISH - ;., 
SALTWATER & GOLDFISH ' 
Aquariums · Home & Office Installations 
-Birds of Every Description-
Paraketts, Canaries, Finches 
Cockatiels, Parrots, Love Birds, Etc. .Jl., 
"Sc1enc. Diet end tam$ Dog Food" ~9· 
PET SUPPLIES • BIRDS & ANIMAL FEEDS '\ ~ 
EXPERT ADVICE ON CARE CUSTOM OECORATIN(>J ' 
394-1020 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO MILITARY 
OPEi 7 DAYS 11M FIEllOIT BLID. SUSIDE = 
Optometrists · O.D. 
Kurtz, Dr. Robert J. 
330 Del Monte, MONTEREY . . . . . . . . ........ 372·9100 
See our ad this Classification 
Pet Shops 
Exotic Tropicals & Pets 
1986 Fremont Blvd., SEASIDE . . . ............. 394·1020 
See our ad this Classification 
Photographers · Portrait 
EIJA 
223 Reindollar Ave., MARINA ........ ..... ..... .. 384·4211 
Trend Photography 
640 Del Monte Shopping Center, MONTEREY ...... 375·1313 
See our ad this Classification 
Photographic Equipment & Supplies · Retail 
Camera Exchange 
551 Lighthouse Ave., PACIFIC GROVE .... ...... .. 373-0448 




SALES & INSTRUCTION 
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR: 
• NIKON • CANON 
• PENTAX • OLYMPUS 
• VIVITAR • ORIENTAL 
• GOSSEN PAPER 
• AGFA • KODAK 
• BESELER • ILFORD 
• DARKROOM • GITZO 
SUPPLIES • BINOCULARS 
• POLAROID 
24 HOUR PROCESSING 
SLIDES, MOVIES & PRINTS (C-41) 
I ..,.; l373-044BI .Di 
551 LIGHTHOUSE AVE. 
PACIFIC GROVE 




Nearly A Hall 




Store For Pros And 
Newcomers Alike. 
Trade·lns Of Course 
Mon. Thru Fri. 9:30.6 
Saturday 9:30·5 
REALTOR 
GARY F. BLACKWELL 
REALTOR 
Serving the Military of the Monterey Peninsula 
472 B LIGHTHOUSE AVE. 
PACIFIC GROVE. CA 93950 
OFFICE: 37S.2M7 
RES: 372-6894 472 B Lighthouse Ave., PACIFIC GROVE .......... 375·2647 
See our ad this Classification .._-------------------~ 
Before you go shopping look in the ... 
NAVAL PosTGRAdUATE Scllool ~~YEllow PAGES'' 
Sleke Put>llshlng Company 1981 17 
REAL ESTATE - RESTAURANTS 
BRIAN RIANDA 
REAL ESTATE • Specializing in Real Estate for the miluary family in tht Sun Btlt Properties 
betwttn Salinas and Monttrt.11. 





•INVESTMENT P/NSe wmt or CTlll rollttt today for od..,ancr housmR tn/ormauon • 
Wt answer oil mqum~ promptly!! PROPERTIES 
18 
(408) 758-2728 flWM \fONTEREY 649-1233 lB 
680 E. ROMIE LANE, SALINAS, CA 93901 '"'""" 
~nf21. 
ARNDT ASSOCIATES 
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 
r::MONTEREY= rCARMEL VALLEY:l 
@_73-44 71J L 659-3186J 
550 Camino El Estero 53 W Carmel Valley Rd . 
93940 93924 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERA TED 
READY TO P.C.S. 
Want to sell here, 
or purchase where you 
are going? Let your 
P.C.S. REALTOR assist you. Mem-
ber P.C.S. of America with locations 
near Key Military Installations. 
HATHAWAY REALTY 
306 Capitol St. 
Sal inas, CA 93901 





~9&4)THE JADE GARDEN 
f ~if'1 RESTAURANT 
I ..... :sl Authentic Chinese Cuisine • SERVING: 
Lunch 11:3010 2 p.m. 
Tue5. 1hru Sat. 
Dinner 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Tues 1hru Sun 
375-2101 




Dolores & 7th 
Real Estate, Cont. 
Brian Rianda Real Estate 
Restaurant 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
5:30 - 10:00 
"European Country 
Cooking" 
l624-7500 l II 
Carmel 
680 E. Romie Lane. SALINAS . . . . . . ........... 758-2728 
See our ad this Classification 
Century 21 Arndt Associates 
550 Camino El Estero, MONTEREY . . . . . . 373·4477 
See our ad this Classification 
Hathaway Realty 
306 Capitol St., SALINAS . . . . . . . . . ........ .. .. . 422-4761 
See our ad this Classification 
Recreational Vehicles • Repairing & Service 
J & J Auto Body & Paint Refinishing 
801 Airport Rd. Bldg# 8, MONTEREY ...... ..... .. 372-0998 
See our ad at Automobile Body Repairing & Painting 
Restaurants 
Firehouse Wine Bar & Restaurant 
414 Calle Principal, MONTEREY . . . . ...... 649-8844 
See our ad at Wine Bar 
Jade Garden Restaurant, The 
574 Lighthouse Ave., MONTEREY ................ 375·2101 
See our ad this Classification 
La Boheme Restaurant 
Dolores & 7th, CARMEL ............. ........... 624·7500 
See our ad this Classification 
Cl Blake Publlshlng Company 1981 
RESTAURANTS - TELEPHONE ANSWERING SERVICE 
[ 
The Real French Pastry 
Lunches. Dinners & A La Carte 
Wine and Beer 




MEXICAN & AMERICAN 
Food to go or Eat it here 
in our comfortable Patio 
Open 11 A.M.·10 P.M. Dally 
373-6882 
2240 Fremont St., Monterey 
Restaurants, Cont. 
Patisserie Boissiere 
M ission between Ocean & 7th. CARMEL .......... 624·5008 
See our ad this Classification 
Taco Siesta 
2240 Fremont St., MONTEREY .................. 373·6882 
See our ad this Classification 
Rug Cleaners 
See Carpet & Aug Cleaners 
Soft Drinks · Distributor 
Dr. Pepper Bottling co. of Monterey Peninsula 
60 Marlarin Ave., SALINAS . . . . . . . . . ........... 758-5818 
See our ad this Classification 
Sporting Goods · Retail 
Midco Sporting Goods 
1760 Fremont Blvd., SEASIDE ................... 394-5185 
Supermarkets 
See Grocers . Retail 
Tailors 
Just for You 
663A Lighthouse Ave., PACIFIC GROVE ...... .... 373·5815 
See our ad this Classlficatlon 
Telephone Answering Service 
Peninsula Answering Service 
362 Pacific, MONTEREY ......... . .... ... . ...... 375·2222 
C Blake Publlshlng Company 1981 
SERVING THE NAVAL POST GRADUATE 
SCHOOL & THE MONTEREY PENINSULA 
• Dr Pepper & • • Mug Roor Beer 
Sugar Free I & Sugar Free 
• Sunk1st I I • Schweppes 
• Hawaiian Punch • Rondo & 
Sugar Free 
JUST FOB YOU 
Professional Apparel Services 
Custom Made Apparel 
- Military Uniforms -
T DI> OtwfihJ WGJtk 
373-5815 
Your Telephone 








Let Your Fingers 
Do The Walking In The 
NPS Military 
" Yellow Pages" 
19 
-TIRE DEALERS· RETAIL - TRAVEL AGENCIES & BUREAUS 
® NATIONWIDE 
·IN SEASIDE -





e IIDIFGoodrich The O thel Gvys 
COMPLETE & MODERN EQUIPPED SERVICE CENTER 
* SPEED LANE SERVICE 
* TIRE BALANCING * SHOCKS ~~~~~§§;;;:::;. * WHEEL ALIGNMENT ~~;:!!! * MODERN WAITING ROOM 
EN 8:00 A.M.·5:30 P.M. MON.·FRI. 
OP 8:00 A.M.·5:00 P.M. SAT. 
MO~~:Cf:~SULA I 394•6561 ( ..-( ==~ 
SEASlOE • -
FREE ESTIMATES BY PHONE 
ONE DAY SERVICE ON EXCHANGES 
I 394.4900 I I 394-6866 I 
• AUTOMATIC • STANDARD 
• ADJUSTMENTS • REPAIRS • EXCHANGE:i? 
• BRAKE SERVICE 
• EXPERT CLUTCH SERVICE 
Ad~stmenl • Replacemen1 Repair · . 
AMERICAN & FOREIGN 
Including Repair On VW 
• FREE CITY TOWING • 
• LOAN CARS AVAILABLE CREDIT 
• NO DOWN PAYMENT AVAILABLE Cl:= 
2019 DEL MONTE BLVD SEASIDE 








9 :00-7:00 Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 9 :00-6:00 Tues. & Wed. 
Sat. 10:00 AM - 4 :00 PM 
LAND, SEA & AIR 
400 Del Monte Center 
Monterey, California 93940 
373-0736 
Hl!.LPINO TO CREATS A aETTW.R WORLD THROUGH TAAVaL 




Before they go shopping 
Tire Dealers • Retail 
Big 0 
Monterey Peninsula Auto Center, SEASIDE ...... .394-6561 
See our ad this Classification 
Transmissions • Automobile 
Quality Transmissions 
2019 Del Monte Blvd., SEASIDE ...............•.. 394-4900 
See our ad this Classification 
Travel Agencies & Bureaus 
Alsan Tours & Travel 
Located in the San Carlos Hotel 
372 Calle Principal, MONTEREY ................. 375-1550 
Bob McGinnis Travel 
561 Carmel Rancho, CARMEL .................. 624·2724 
See our ad this Classification 
Del Monte Travel Inc. 
400 Del Monte Center, MONTEREY ............... 373-0736 
See our ad this Classification 
© Slake Publlshlng Company 1981 
TYPEWRITERS - UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
BRUNO>S Basiness 
Macbines 
- SALES & SERVICE -
IBM - ROYAL - SCM - TYPEWRITERS 
* TOSHIBA * ROYAL * VICTOR CALCULATORS 
expelti0cu & 9'cWJJtibj Joe BRc.mo - PRopRiet:oR 
375-4900 
HBO 0 FoRest: Aue (FoRest: Hill Shopping Cent:eR) PACIFIC GROVE 
ANDYSME 






• Protective Body Side Moulding • Seat Covers 
• Convertible Tops • Headliners • Original Materials Matched • Carpets 
• Complete Custom Interiors • Tonneau Covers • Boat Interiors & Covers 
• Truck And Motorcycle Seats • Camper Boots & Interiors • Dune Buggy Tops 
• Recreational Vehicles Re-upholstering 
4750LYMPIAAVE 1899-33111 SAND CITY 
Typewriters 
Bruno's Business Machines 
1180 0 Forest Ave., PACIFIC GROVE ... .. ... . . . . . 375-4900 
See our ad this Classification 
Upholsterers 
Andy and Me Auto Interior Specialists 
475 Olympia Ave., SAND CITY ........ , ... . .... . . ... 899-3311 
See our ad this Classification 
Upholstery Cleaning 
See Carpet & Rug Cleaners 
Cl Blake Publishing Comp1ny 1981 
Don't run around town 





WHEEL ALIGNMENT, FRAME & AXLE SVC · AUTO.- WOMEN'S APPAREL · RETAIL 
22 
Set am idst an authentic turn-of-the-century 
firehouse is this most unique establishment. 
Here you can choose from over 450 wines 
representing more than 100 California wineries 
and sip your selection over light conversation 
or selected appetizers, soups, salads, 
enfrees and desserts. 
MONDAY-SAT URDAY 11 A.M.-11 P.M. 
Complete Retail Wine Shop 
Case Discounts Available 
FIREHOUSE 
WINE BAR & RESTAORA NT 
Near ct>e corner of r:ranl< on and cane Proncopat on Downtown Monterey ' 
(408) 649-WINE/ 649-8844 
AMERICAN TIN CANNERY 
111 F Ocean View Blvd. 
Pacifrc Grove, CA 93950 
~- FOR AGES 14 TO 40 FINE LADIES APPAREL • HIGH QUALITY 
CHARGE ACCOUNTS WELCOME 
OFFICE - (408) 373· 1192 Res. - (408) 372·6894 
Wheel Alignment, Frame & Axle Servicing · 
Automotive 
Big O Tires 
Monterey Peninsula Auto Center, SEASIDE . . . .... 394-6561 
See our ad at Tires Dealers · Retail 
Wine Bar 
Firehouse Wine Bar & Restaurant 
414 Calle Principal, MONTEREY . . . . . . . . . 649-WINE 
See our ad this Classificalton 
Women's Apparel · Retail 
Linda Jane, Inc. 
111 F. Ocean View Blvd. PACIFIC GROVE . . 373-1192 
See our ad this Classification 






HATIOHAL MILITARY POBLICATIOHS 
714/ 449-66 72 
P.O. BOX 2606, EL CAJON, CAL. 92021 
CJ Blake Publishing Company 1981 
APPLICATION FOR ANO ASSIGNMENT TO MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING 
(NOTE: Upon arrival at your new duty station you MUST report to the Family Housing Office serving your duty station 
BEFORE making atTangemenrs for any housing. You should have DD Form 1747 (Status of Housing Availability) to 
present for verification or advice of changes in housing conditions.) 
Sf;'E RI:. VERSE OF THIS FORM FOR INSTRUCTIONS 
SECTION A - APPLICATION (To be completed by applicant.) 
I. NAME or I NSTALLATION 2 . OAT[ SUIMITTEO IMO .. d•y, ye•r) 
3 . SPONSOR'S NAME (La51. frrst . middle tn1t1al) 4 . ADDRESS FOR R[l'LY (Street , city, State, 11nd ZIP Code) 
5 . PERSONAL DATA 
• ·RANK RATE b. SOC SEC ACCT NO. c LENGTH or SERVICE d. TIME llEMAINING OH e OAT( OF RANK 
SERVICE NUMBER (Mo, year) ACTIVE DUTY 
6e . EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHANG[ IN DUTY STATION (Mo. dny, year) b DATE OEPAIHURE CONUS (oversea n&a1gnment only) (Mo .• day, year) 
7a. ESTIMATED ARRIVAL DATE or FAMILY ( 'l'o . • d•y. ye•r) b. 
0 WHEN HOUSING IECOMES AVAILABLE 
a. DEPENDENCY DATA 
a. TOTAL NUMBER I N FAMILY b. SPOUSE c. DATES OF BIRTH•MALE CHILDREN d. OATES OF 8 lftTH·fEMALE CHILOR[N 




OTHER DEPENDENTS I. DEPENDENCY AUTHORITY (00 Form I 37 - Date of 
approv•I of dependent• 1n Item Be of thu lo"" ,) 
NUMBER SEX RELATIONSHIP AGE (S) 
9 . PERTINENT FAMILY INFORMATION 
a. SPECIAL HEALTH PROBLEMS (Ducribe) 
b. MONTHS INVOLUNTARILY SEPARATED FROM FAMILY OUR ING LAST 12 c. LAST ASSIGNMENT 
"'40NTHS DUE TO DEPLOYMENT OR ASS IGN"'4[NT 
D OVE!'SEAS OR D CONUS 
l'l ACCOMPANIED OR l'l UNACCOMPANIED 
10. 111 THE EVENT ASSIGNMENT TO HOUSING Will It I NVOLUNTARY THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT -
I D oo QOO NOT DESIRE A WAIVER TO ALLOW OCCUPANCY or OFF·INSTALLATION HOUSING 
11 . REMARKS 
12•. TYPED OR PR I NTED NAME OF APPLICANT b. SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT 
SECTION B - ASSIGNMENT (To be completed by Family Housing Office.) 
13a. DATE ANO TIME APPLICATION RECEIVED b. EFFECTIVE DATE OF APPLICATION 14. DATE 00 FOR"'4 1747 SENT OR GIVEN TO APPLICANT 
(Mo., day, year, hour) (Mo., day, year) (M o .. day, year) 
15 . HOUSI NG AVAILABILITY (Indicate the 16". APPLICANT PLACED ON THE FOLLOWING HOUSING WAITING b. EFFECTIVE DATE AND TIME 
1f:,Pltc•ble box(e•) checked under Item 2, DD LIST· (if not app/1c•ble, check 11,rn l 7.) (M o., d•y, ye.,, hour) 
Orm 1747.) 
17.Q APPLIC A NT NOT PLACED OH A HOUSING WAITING LIST ( lfappllc•ble, 
•ive ree.ton . 
Ila. ASSIGNED TO HOUSING UNIT (Lisi 
houalnfl unit , If applicable.) 
b. DAT[ (Mo., day, year) 
1 t . crHCTIV[ DATE FOii TCllMINATION 20. llASIC AL LOWANC[ FOii OUARTCRS: 21a. ASSIGNED HOUSING INSPCCT£D AFTf:ll 
OF HOUSING ASSIGNMENT (Mo., day, TERMINATION NOTICE 
year) 
•· D ~A~s"1~C::t!t:i° DYES 0ND (Month, Day, Year) b. DATE INSPCCTEO (Mo., day, year) 
b. D ~T~::~i!1~D oF ASG 
(Month, Day, Y•ar) 
c. M'O NO, 
22. I N S P ECTION RESUL. TS: D SATISFACTORY D OTHER (£apl•1n) 
23 
24 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETllON OF DD FORM 1748 
APPLICATION FOR AND ASSIGNMENT TO MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
Section A 1s to be completed by each appl.acant for Mthtary Family Housing and Section B is to be completed by the: Family Housing 











- Name of 1nsrallar1on. Enter the name of the installation operating the Family Housing Office. 
- Dare submmed. Enter the date the appl.acatlon 1s mailed or otherwise submitted to the Family Housing Office. 
- Sponsor's name. Name of applicant . 
- Address for reply Complete 1f reply is to be matled. 
- Personal data. Enter current rank/rate, 1dent11icauon number and length of service: to neuest whole month. Enter the: time 
remaining on active duty and date of rank. 
- £flecm·e dare of change in duty station. Enter the date you were dropped from personnel accountability at your previous 
duty station and gained on the roll s at your new duty station for record purposes. For overseas assignmen t enter your date 
of departure from CONUS. 
Emmated arrival dare of family . Enter the estimated date under a., if appropriate. I f family 1s no t to arrive until housing 
1s available, check b. 
Dependmcy Complete items a through f., as applicable. 
Pertinent Family Information Bndly descnbe any special family health problems which might influence your prefer-
ence for a particular type of housing (i.e, tintle level vs. two story, ere.). 
Enter the nearest whole month involuntarily separated from family during last 12 months 
due to deployment o r assignment. 
Check appropnate box for last assignment . 
Item 10 Assignment preference. Check affumauvely or negatively as the case may be. 
Item 11 - Remt11ks. Enter any add1t1onal information which might have a bearing on assignment to military family housing. 
Item 12 Signature. The appl.acant must sign this apphcataon. 
SECTION B. 
Item 13 Date and flme applrcanon received. Enter the date and time the application was received by the Family Housing Office. 
Effecm·e date of applicaflon Enter the date o f change of duty station. or such date as the apphcat1on 1s received , as 
apphcable. 
Item 14 - Date DD Form 1747 sent Self explanatory. 
Item 15 - Housing a1·ailabiliry. Enter the item letter for applicable box(es) checked unde r Item 2, DD Form 1747 , which were 
checked on that form for return to the appl.acant . For example, an enuy might be " a ." and "g." 
Item 16 - Iva. 11ng /ISi Enter the 1den 11.ficauon of the assignment waiting Last to which the appl.acant 1s assigned , and the c:ffec uve date 
and ume o f his placement on this hst. 
Item 17 - Check 1f applicant ts not placed on an assignment waiting hst. State reason. 
Item 18 - Entc:r 1den11fica11on of housing unit to which the appl.acant was assigned and the date of the assignment. 
Item 19 - Enter the date the housing assignment was terminated. 
Item 20 - Check items a. orb. and enter the date Form was submitted to stop or start BAQ entitlement. Enter military pay order 
(MPO) number. 
I tem 21 Check to indicate whether or not the usigned housing was inspected on termination of assignment, and enter the date 
house "''as inspected. 
Item 22 - Enter the results of the inspection. 
NOTE THIS FORM IS TO BE RETAINED IN THE FAMILY HOUSING OFFICE FILES. 
SHOP 
MONTE MART 
STORES FOR FOOD VALUES 
THAT ADD UP TO LOWER 
FOOD BILLS! 
"Take A Tip It's Worth 
The Trip To Shop Monte Mart" 
THREE LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU ... 
SALINAS 
1030 EAST ALISAL 
Open 7 Days A Week 
424-0455 
Our SaLnas lortttton olfe,.,, you Evcr\'{lllv 1,.,,. 
food Special< PLUS a tomplele sele< hon or 
\h•ns. Wom•'M, Cluldren• \htor Applo.in< "' 
Aulomotl\e nntf Carden lo~•· Shoes fe-.clr~ 
rind Record, Com,,ra nnd M\ls1c Oep.ortnwnt. 
llMollh and Bcuutv Ai(!<. Ooma•li" .rnd 
lfou 1('\'-3'1'~ 
DEL REY OAKS 
815 CANYON DEL REY 
Open 7 Days A Week 
394-6575 
SHOP OUM INSTORE 
OELI ANO BAKERY SHOP 
Our DeJ Rey Oaks loc::aoon orren you Ever)· 
day t.o.. Food SJM'Cools PWS a complete se-
lec-1.u.n or Mens. Womens, Ouldr~s. \ta)Or 
Awtoan<... AulOtllOltv• ond Carden. Toys. 
Rocord. CAmerA end Music Ocporlment. 
HeAlth end Beauty Aids. Oom•otocs and 




Open 7 Days A Week 
624-6459 
Our C.rmel !oceoon ofl~ro you h•n<lev Low 
food Pt"* and \\l..,lly Ad,ortt-i tood 
Specials PLUS Gourmet foods s.,,.,,,,,.. hsh 
• Moat Counter ·Hot To\o Out Delo F.xpand· 
ad Liquor D<•pl 
.._..""'S...,.a~&'"'.W§l..,~"'.i/liflt'Y~a .. &-r~~..,~;;,. .. ,;.'"'.~""''68"'iO&t~Yaa-,;,-riaita. .. &.-ria41~"1.,. ..,.. · ~4~~  ...!~. ...!~. ..!.lf.~#.~ .. '4~~. , ,....__'.4_"':tiilfvc ... '.l.9Mlfvc-'6-~I.~~. 
: I 
r ~~Mi~ ) "<whe:'U fJhe. dVa<Jy q::>£'aOnne:f c5tay 11 f. ~ifl.fch:b ! • 
••c""•••• .. •••m 3 blocks from Post Graduate School in a quiet area l::!:l ~ 
!iii\ llAr\AITEREY • I 
I LODGE -~':'. I 
GAYlOl!OS 
Color Television on Cable 
Jby Every Morning 
rate Rates - Heated Pool 
iii Lounge on Premises 
>LFSTELLER 
s ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~a ~ ~ ~ 
• 55 CAMINO AGUAJITO i MONTEREY, CA. 93940 I 
1.fD~iiill.a .. &...,_.._..,...,;;;JJt,a•J!i:.-r~a. .. A:..-r~a•J:a...Yi;;ifl.ii. . ~'Y~iili:,,."l; ·~ ····Jt8Y.A~iii'ltf>Y~a,.fil-rAA-a'\_ .. 'Y~iit.~Yl"~ ~ .. !~.I:. ...!4'Tf1itlf~4~.l.~~4~~1.~4-.. . !4~ .. ~~~ .. '4~~ ... '.la~ • .'4Wil, 
1111 1 11~"' 11rr itm1m1 1 3 2768 00316664 6 
. -
